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Narrative for Module RCH1BD 

This module calculates rates and volumes added to the aquifer by 

areally distributed recharge.  

1. Clear the rate accumulators RATIN and RATOUT.  

2. If cell-by-cell flow terms will be saved, clear the buffer (BUFF) 

in which they will be accumulated.  

3. If the recharge option is one, the recharge goes into the top layer.  

Process the horizontal locations one at a time.  

(a) If the cell is external, do not calculate budget.  

(b) If cell-by-cell flow terms will be saved, add recharge to 

the buffer.  

(c) If the recharge is positive, add it to RATIN; otherwise, add it 
to RATOUT.  

4. If the recharge option is two, recharge goes into the layer specified 

in indicator array (IRCH). Process the horizontal locations one at a time.  

(a) Get thi cell layer from Indicator array (IRCH).  

(b) If the cell is external, do not calculate budget.  

(c) If cell-by-cell flow terms will be saved, add the recharge to 

the buffer.  

(d) If the recharge is positive, add it to RATIN; otherwise, add it 

to RATOUT.
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5. If the recharge option Is three, the recharge goes Into the top 

variable-head cell provided there is not a constant-head cell above it.  

Process the horizontal locations one at a time. Start with the top cell 

and work down.  

(a) If the cell is inactive, there is no recharge into that cell; 

move down to the next one.  

(b) If the cell is constant, there is no recharge at,this 

horizontal location; move on to the next horizontal location.  

(c) If cell-by-cell flow terms are to be saved, add the recharge to 

the buffer.  

(d) If the recharge Is positive, add It to RATIN; otherwise, add it 

to RATOUT.  

6. If cell-by-cell flow terms will be sa-ed, call module UBUDSV to 

write the buffer (BUFF) onto disk.  

7. Move RAT!N and RATOUT into the VBVL array for printing by BASlOT.  

8. Add RATOUT multiplied by tht time-step length to the volume 

accumulators in VBVL for printing by BASlOT.  

9. Move the recharge budget-term labels to VBNM for printing by BASlOT.  

10. Increment the budget-term counter (MSUM).  

11. RETURN.  

I
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Flow Chart for Module RCHIBD

RATIN is an accumulator to 
which all flows into the 
aquifer are added.  

RATOUT is an accumulator 
to which all flows out 
of the aquifer are 
added.  

BUFFER is an array In 
which values are stored 
as they are being 
gathered for printing 
or recording.  

NRCHOP is the recharge 
option.  

I - Recharge Is to the 
top layer.  

2 - Recharge is to the 
layer specified by 
the user in the 
indicator array 
(IRCH).  

3 - Recharge Is to the 
uppermost active 
cell.  

IRCH is an array contain
ing a recharge Indicator 
for each horizontal 
cell. It is used only 
If the recharge option 
(NRCHOP) Is equal to two.  

VBVL is a table of budget 
entries calculated by 
component-of-fl ow packages 
for use In calculating 
the volumetric budget.  

VBNM I s a table of label s 
for budget terms.  

EXTERNAL: a cell is external 
If It is either no flow 
(Inactive) or constant 
head.
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Variable Range

BUFF 

DELT 

IBO

Global 

Global 

Module

IBOUND Global

C

List of Variables for Module RCHID 

Definition 

DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW.NLAY). Buffer used to accumulate 
information before printing or recording it.  

Length of the current time step.  

Flag.  
0 0. cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 

not be recorded.  
0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 

be recorded.  

DIMENS;ON (NCOL.NROWNLAY), Status of each cell.  
< 0, constant-head cell 
a 0, inactive cell 
> 0, variable-heat cell

Index for columns.

ICBCFL Global

IL 

I OUT

IR

Module 

Global 

Module

Flag.  
0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be recorded 

or printed for the current time step.  
0, cell-by-cell flow terms will be recorded for 

the current time step.  

Index for layers.  

Primary unit number for all printed output. TOUT - 6.

Index for rows.

IRCH Package DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW), Layer number for each horizontal 
cell location to which recharge will be applied if 
the recharge option (NRCHOP) is equal to 2.  

1RCHCB Package Flag.  
IRCHCB < 0. cell-by-cell flow terms will not be 

recorded or printed.  

IRCHCB > 0 and iCBCFL * 0, cell-by-cell flow terms 
for the RCH1 Package will be recorded 
on UNIT - IRCHCB.

Global 

Global 

G1 oba 1 

Global

Stress period counter.  

Time step counter. Reset at the start of each stress 
period.  

Counter for budget entries and labels in VBVL and VBNM.  

Number of columns in the grid.
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IC Module

KPER 

KSTP 

MSUM 

NCOL

#
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Variable Range

NLAY 

NRCHOP 

NROW 

Q 

RATIN

GI oba l 

Package 

Global 

Module 

Module

RATOUT Module

RECH 

TEXT 

VB NM 

VBVL

,dckage 

Module 

Global 

Global

Definition 

Number of layers in the grid.  

Recharge option: 
1, recharge is to the top grid layer.  

* 2, recharge Is to the grid layer specified in 
array IRCH.  

3, recharge is to the highest variable-head cell 
which is not below a constant-head cell.  

Number of rows in the grid.  

Flow from recharge into a cell. (Rever;e the sign to 
get flow out of the cell.) 

Accumulator for the total flow into the flow field from 
recharge.  

Accumulator for the total flow out of the flow field 
to recharge.  

DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW), Recharge rate.  

Label to be printed or recorded with the array datA.  

DIMENSION (4,20), Labels for entries in the volumetric 
budget.  

DIMENSION (4,20), Entries for the volumetric budget.  
For flow component N, the values in VBVL are: 
(1,N), Rate for the current time steo into the flow 

field.  
(2,N), Rate for the current time step out of the 

flow field.  
(3,N), Volume into the flow field during si.nulation.  
(4,N), Volume out of the flow field during simulation.
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CHAPTER 8 

WELL PACKAGE 

Conceptualization and Implementation 

A recharging well can be viewed as a source of water which is not 

affected by the head in the aquifer. A discharging well is a recharging 

well with a negative recharge rate. For the sake of this discussion, the 

well will be assumed to be screened in only a single cell. Thus for each 

cell containing a well, the recharge rate must be added to the right side 

of the finite-difference equation.  

A list containing the location and rate for each well is maintained.  

The list contains four values for each entry: row, column, and layer 

of the cell, and the rate at which the well recharges the aquifer. At 

each iteration, for each variable-head cell ij,k containing a pumping 

well, the well rate is added to the accumulator in which RXSi~j,k it

formulated.  
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"Well Package Input 

Input for the Well (WEL) Package is read from the unit specified in 
IUNIT(2).  

FOR EACH SIMULATION 
WELIAL 

1. Data: MXWELL IWELCB 
Format: 110 110 

FOR EACH STRESS PERIOD 
WELIRP 

2. Data: ITMP 
Format: 110 

3. Data: Layer Row Column 0 
Format: 110 110 110 F1O.0 

(Input item 3 normally consists of one record for each well.  
If ITMP is negative or zero, Item 3 is not read.) 

Explanation of Fields Used in 
Input Instructions 

MXWELL--is the maximum number of wells used at any time.  

IWELCB--is a elag and a unit number.  

If IWELCB > 0, it is the unit number on which cell-by-cell flow 
terms will be recorded whenever ICBCFL (see Output N" Control) is set.  

If IWELCB - 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be printed or recorded.  

If IWELCB < 0, well recharge will be printed whenever ICBCFL is set.  

ITMP--is a flag and a counter.  

!f ITMP < 0, well data from the last stress period will be reused.  

If ITMP > 0, ITMP will be the number of wells active during the 
current stress period.  

Layer--is the layer number of the model cell that contains the well.  

Row--is the row number of the model cell that contains the well.  

Column--is the column number of the model cell that contains the well.  

0--is the volumetric recharge rate. A positive value indicates recharge 
and a negative value Indicates discharge.
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The Well Package (WELl) consists of four modules, all of which are called 

by the MAIN program. The modules are: 

WELIAL Allocates space for the list of wells (WELL).

WEL1RP - Reads location and recharge rate for all wells.  

Note: Discharge rate is entered as a negative.  

number.

WEL1FM Subtracts the recharge ratp from the term kHS for 

each cell containing pumping wells.  

WELUBO Calculates the rates and accumulated volume of 

recharge to or discharge from the flow system 

by pumping wells.

270
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N1.rratlve for Module WELIAL

This module allocates space in the X array to store the list of wells.  
The X array is a pool of memory space from which space is allocated for 

tables, lists, and arrays.  

1. Print a message identitylng the package and initialize NWELLS (a 

counter containing the number of wells).  

2. Read and print MXWELL (the maximum number of wells) and IWELBD 

(the unit number for cell-by-cell flow terms or a flag indicating that 

cell-by-cell flow terms should be printed).  

3. Set LCWELL, which will point to the first element in the well 

list (WELL), equal to ISUM, which is currently pointing to the first 

unallocated element In the X array.  

4. Calculate the amount of space needed fcr the well list (four 

values for each cell--row, column, layer, and rate) and add it to ISUM.  

5. Print the number of elements in the X array used by the Well 

Package.  

6. If the pointer to the lowest unallocated element in the X array 

(ISUM) is greater than the length of the X array (LENX), print a message 

warning that tne X array will have to be enlarged.  

7. RETURN.
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Flow Chart fcr 4oCule WELIAL 

MXWELL Is the maximum number 
of wells that will be active at any one time during the ( simul ation.  

IWELCR is a flag and a unit 
number.  

If IWELCB 0, it Is the unit number on which cell-by-cell 
flow terms will be recorded 
whenever ICBCFL is set.  
If IWELCB a 0, cell-by-cell 

flow terms will not be 
printed or recorded.  

If IWELCB < 0, well recharge 
will be printed whenever 
ICBCFL IS set.  

1-T LCWELL is a location pointer to 
the first storage location 
occupied by the well list.  

ISUM is the location of the 
l okast unallocated storage 
location in the X array.  

X array IS the pool of memory FC 
Space allocated for storing 
specific tables, arrays, and 

14sts.  

LENX is the size of the X array.
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SUBROUTINE WEL1AL(ISUMILENXLCWELLMXWELLNWELLS.IN,IOUI.  
I IWELCB) 

C 
C--...VERSION 0933 080EC1983 WELIAL 
C 
C ALLOCATE ARRAY STORAGE FOR WELL PACKAGE 
C 
C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 

Cl ------ IDENTIFY PACKAGE AND INITIALIZE NWELLS 
WRITE(IOUT,1)IN 

1 FORMAT(1HO,'WELI -- WELL PACKAGE, VERSION 1, 12/08/83', 
2' INPUT READ FROM',13) 

- -~NWELLS-O 

C 
C2 ------ READ MAX NUMBER OF WELLS AND 
C2-m...-UNIT OR FLAG FOR CELL-BY-CELL FLOW IERMS.  

READ(IN,2) MXWELLIWELCB 
2 FORMAT(2110) 

WRITE(IOUT,3) MXWELL 
3 FORMAT(1H ,'MAXIMUM OF',I5.' WELLS') 

IF(IWELCB.GT.O) WRITE(IOUT,9) IWELCB 
9 FORMAT(1X,'CELL-BY-CELL FLOWS WILL BE RECORDED ON UNIT',13) 

IF(IWELCB.LT.O) WRITE(IOUT,8) 
8 FOmMAT(1X,'CELL-BY-CELL FLOWS WILL BE PRINTED WHEN ICBCFL NOT 0-) 

C 
"C3- ----- SET LCWELL EQUAL TO LOCATION OF WELL LIST IN X ARRAY.  

LCWELL-ISUM "" ~C 
C4 ------- ADD AMOUNT OF SPACE USED BY WELL LISr TO ISUM.  

I SP-4*MXWELL 
ISUM-I SUM+I SP 

C 

C5- ----- PRINT NUMBER OF SPACES IN X ARRAY USED BY WELL PACKAGE.  
WRITE(IOUT,4) ISP 

4 FORMAT(lX,16,' ELEMENTS IN X ARRAY ARE USED FOR WELLS') 
ISUMi ISUM-1 
WRITE(IOUT,5) ISUMI,LENX 

5 FORMAT(IX,16,' ELEMENTS OF X ARRAY USED OUT OF',I7) 
C 
C6 ------ IF THERE ISN'T ENOUGH SPACE IN THE X ARRAY THEN PRINT 
C5- ---- A W.RNING MESSAGE.  

IF(ISUMl.GT.LENX) WRITE(IOUT,6) 
6 FORMAT(IX,' *-X ARRAY MUST BE DIMENSIONED LARGER�**') 

C7 ------ RETURN 
RETURN 
END
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List of Variables for Module WELIAL 

Vartable ane 
Definition 

IN Package Primary unit number from which input for this package 
will be read.  

IOUT Global Primary unit number for all printed output. IOUT - 6.  
ISP Module Number of words in the X array allocated by this module.  
ISUM Global Index number of the lowest element in the X array which has not yet been allocated. When space is allocated for an array, the size of the array is added to ISUM.  
ISUMI Module ISU?-1.  

IWELCB Package Flag and a unit nurber.  
> 0. unit number on which cell-by-cell flow terms will be recorded whenever JCBCFL is set.  0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be printed or recorded.  
0, well recharge will be printed whenever !CBCFL is set.  

LCNELL Package Location in the Aarray of the first-element of array WELL.  
LENX Global Length of the X array in words. This should always be equal to the dimension of X specified In the MAIN program.  
MXWELL Package Maximum number of wells active at any one time.  
NWELLS Package Number of wells ac:ive during the current stress period.
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Narrative for Module WEL1RP 

This module reads data to build the WELL list.  

1. Read ITMP.  

(a) If ITMP Is less than zero, the well data read for the last 

stress period will be roused. Print a message to that effect and RETURN.  

(b) If 1THP is greater than or equal to zero, it is equal to the 

number of wells (NWELLS) in the current stress period.  

2. If the number of wells (NWELLS) in the current stress period Is 

greater than the number specified as the maximum for the simulation (MXWELL), 

STOP.  

3. Print the number of wells in the current stress period (NWELLS).  

4. If there are no wells in the current stress period (NWELLS), 

bypass further well processing.  

5. For each well, read and print the layer, row, column, and well 

recharge rate.  

6. RETURN.
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Flow Chart for Module WELRP 

ITMP IS a flag and/or the number of wells. If it is 
ENTER less than zero. it IS a flag WEL1AP 

which indicates that the well 
data from the last stress 
period will be reused. If "tt Is greater than or equal REA 
to zero, it Is the number ITMp 
of wells active during the 
current stress period.  

NWELLS Is the number Of wells 
active during the current 1A 
stress perlod. <o Y ES 

MXWELL is the maximum number WILL BE REUSED 
of wells which will be active NO at any one time during the 

is SImulatlon. r- 7,, 1
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SUBROUTINE W[LlRPEN(LL.NlW(LLS.mW'f. L. X.1ROUT) 
C 
c 
C -.---- VRSION 1S4' 220(0198? WLINP 

C READ NEW WIELL LOCATIONS AND STRESS RATES 

c ............ ............ fl. . ~f.. .... fl...............  

C 
C SPECIFICATIONIS: 
C -- - - - - --- - - --- - -- --- - - - --- - - - - - - - -

O!I(NSION WELLI4.Pl4iLk % 
-- - - - - . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

C 
CI-----REDO IT!9(NWEER OF WELLS ON FLAG SATINS REUSE WELL DATA) 

READ (IRIM)I TPP 
I F04!ATL 110) 

iFfITNPA.O..) GO TO 50 
C 
CIA-----r I119 LESS THAN ZERO REUSE DATA. PRINT PIESSAGE AND RETURN.  

.UIEIEIOUT.6) 
6 FOSPIT(INO* 'REUSING WELLS FRQ~ LAST STRESS PERIOD') 

RETURN 
c 

C1S-ITJCO.SET WA(LLS EQUAL TO ITP9.  
50 WALLS.ITW 

If(WALLS.I.E.IuZELO 60O 1o to 
C 
C2 ---- IBCLLS3NZIIELL. PRINT lMESAE. STO'* 

WmITE(IOUT.99) WiELLS.PUI*L 
99 FORIWO(IO. NWELLS*.I4'.) IS GRCATER TWAN PUWELLC-.14. '1 

STOP 
C 
C3 ----- RINT NUM4ER OF WELLS IN CURRENT STRESS PERIOD.  

100 WRnITE (:OWJT.Z) HAL'S 
2 FOANUT(II4O.10Z.14.' WELLS-) 

C 
CA------IF TWERE ARE leO ACTIVE WELLS IN TVIS STRESS PERIOD THNEI RETURIN 

MWNIELLS.E0.O3 GO TO 260 
C 
CS--- --READ AND PRImT LAYER.ROW.COLI.W ANO RECNARGE QATE.  

IaITE(IOUT.3) 
3 ORPAT'II4 .471,. LAYER ROW COW. STRESS RATE WELL NsO.-/1 

0o :50 tII.NwELLS 
READ (13.4) K.I.J.0 

4 FORMAT(3110.0`1D.O) 
AQTE (IOUT.5) 1K.l.J.0.11 

5 FORMATI4SZ4I3.I .17.G1
6 .5.18) 

iIELL(I.!I3.( 
WELLI?.. 13.  
WELL(3.I1)-J 
WELLIA.1t)-Q 

254 COh.IM.DE 
c 

-6--- RETURN 
260 RETURN 

ENO
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Variable Range 

I Module 

II Module 

IN Package 

IOUT Global 

ITMP Module 

J Module 

K Module 

MXWELL Package 

NWELLS Package 

0 Module 

WELL Package

List of Variables for Module WELIRP 

Definition 

Row number of cell containing well.  

Index for wells.  

Primary unit number from which Input for this package 
will be read.  

Primary unit number for all printed output. lOUT - 6.  

Flag or number of well%.  
0 0, number of wells active during the current 

stress period.  
< 0, same wells active during the last stress period 

will be active during the current stress period.  

Column number of cell containing well.  

Layer number of cell containing well.  

Maximum number of wells active at any one time.  

Number of wells active during the current stress period.  

Rate at which the well recharges the aquifer.  

DIMENSION (4,MXWELL), For each well: layer, row, column, 
and recharge rate of the well.
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Narrative for Module WEL1FM

This module adds tersas representing 

in which the term RHS is formulated.  

1. If NWELLS is less than or equal 

period, there are no wells. RETURN.  

2. For each well in the WELL list: 

(a) If the cell containing the 

< 0). bypass processing on this well and 

(b) If the cell containing the 

rate to the accumulator RHS for that cell 

3. RETURN.

well recharge to the accumulator 

to zero in the current stress 

well is external (IBOUND (IC.IR,IL) 

go on to tie next well.  

well is active, add the recharge

279
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S ;�.PO"TINE V��S�ELLS.UXWELL�HSAFLL:ROIN?) 
NCOVNROIINLAy TAiaT�

C----VERSION 1001 26AUG1982 WEL1FM 
C 
C 
C ADD WELL FLOW TO SOURCE TERM4 
C ~ 
C 
C SPECIFICATIONS:

DIMENSION RHS(NCOL,NROW.NLAY),WELL(4.M.XWELL), 
1 IBOUNO( NCOLNROW,NLAY) 

Cl ------ IF NUMBER OF WELLS <- 0 THEN RETURN.  
JF(NWELLS.LE.0) RETURN 

C 
C2?----DROCESS EACH WELL IN THE WELL LIST.  

nO 100 L-1,NIIELLS 
IRUWELLC2,L) 
: C-WELL(3,L) 
iL=WELL(1 .L) 
0-WELL (4 .L)

c 
C2A-----IF THE CELL IS INACTIVE THEN BYPASS PROCESSINa.  

C IF(IgnUNn(lrIRIL).LE.tl) GO TO 100 

C29 ----- IF TME CELL IS VARIABLE HEAO 'r4EN ADD RECHARGE RATE C !U TME RHS ACCUMULATOR.  
QMS(ICIR.IL)-RHS(ICIRIL)-n 

100 CnNT!NUE 
C 
C3 ------ RETURN 

RETURN 
END

I
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List of Variables for Module WELUFM 

Variable Range Definition 

IBOUND Global DIMENSION (NCOL.NROWNLAY). Status of edCh cell.  
< 0. constant-head cell 
0, Inactive cell 
0, variable-head cell 

IC Module Index for columns.  

IL Module Index for layers.  

]OUT Global Primary unit number for all printed outpit. IOUT * 6.  

IR Nodule Index for rows.  

L Module Index for well%.  

MXWELL Package Maximum number of wells active at any one time.  

NCOL Global Number of columns in the grid.  

NLAY Global Number of layers in the grid.  

NROW Global Numbei of rows in the grid.  

NWELLS Package Number of wells active during the current stress period.  

Q Module Rate at which the well recharges the aquifer.  

RHS Global DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY), Right hand side of the 
finite-difference equation. RHS is an accumulation 
of terms from several different packages.  

WELL Package DIMENSION (4,MXWELL), For each well: layer, row, column, 
and recharge rate of the well.
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Narrative Oor Module WELIBO 

This module calculates rates and volumes transferred between the 
aquifer and wells.  

I. Clear the rate accumulators RATIN and RATOUT and the flag (18D) which indicates that cell-by-cell flow terms Should be recorded on a disk.  

2. If there are no wells, skip down to step 7.  

3. Determine if the cell-by-cell flow terms for wells will be written on a d1'ýk. They will be if (1) this is the proper time step (ICBCFL is not equal to zero), (2) if the channel for well-budget terms (IWELC3) is greater than zero, and (3) itf the nu'ber of wells (NWELLS) is greater than zero.  

4. If budget terms are to be written on a disk, set 180 - I and clear the buffer (BUFF) in which they will be acc:,mulated.  

5. If the number of wells In the current stress period (NWELLS) is not equal to zero, then for each cell in the well list: 

'a) If the cell containing the well is external (IBOIJND(I.J,K) < 0), bypass further processing of the ce~l.  

(b) If the user has requested that cell-by-cell rates be printed (IWELCB < 0 and ICBCFL # 0), print the rate (Q).  

(c) If the budget terms are to be saved on a disk, ddd the rec'.arge 
rate (Q) to the buffer (BUFF).  

(d) If Q is positive, add it to RATIN.  

(e) If Q is negative, add it to RATOUT.  

6. If the cell-by-cell flow terms are to be recorded, call module 
UBUDSV to write the contents of buffer (BUFF) onto the disk.  

7. Move RATIN and RATOUT into the VBVL array for printing by BASlOT.  
8. Add RATIN and RATOUT multiplied by the time-step length to the volume 

accumulators in the VBVL array for printing by BASIOT.  

9. Move the well budget term labels to VBNM for printing by BASIOT.  

iG. Increment the budget-term counter (MSUM).  

11. RETURN.
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n ow Chart for MoOul e WELIBD 

RATiN 4S an AccunrJlator to wnlch 
al1 flows into the aquifer 
are added.  

RATOUT is an accumulator to 
which all flows out of the 
aquifer are added.  

181 is a flag which, If set.  
causes cell-by-cell flow 
terms for river well flow to be recorded.  

BUJFFER is an array in which 
values are stored as they 
are being gathered for 
printing or recording.  

EXTERNAL: a cell is said to be 
external if it is either no 
flow or constant head (i.e., 
"a n equation Is not formulated 
for the cell ).  

RECHARGE Is the rate at which a 

the well recharges the 
aquifer. A discharging well 
is represented by a negative 
rate.  

"IWELCB Is a flag and a unit number.  

If IWELCB > 0, I, is the unit 
number on which cell-by-cell 
flow terms will be recorded 
whenever ICBCFL Is set.  

If IWELCB - 0. ce11-by-cell 
flow terms will not be printed 
or recorded.  

'LOw 'Sl 

If IWELCB < 0, well recharge 
rate will be printed whenever 
ICBCFL is set.  

ICBCFL i- a flag.  

If ICBCFL * 0, cel I -by-cel I 
flow terms will be either 
printed or recorded (depending 
on IWELCB) for the current 
time step.
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C

SUBROUTINE WEL:BD(NWELLSMXWELL.VBNM,VBVL,MSUMWELLIBOUNDDELT, 
1 NCOL.NROW,NLAYKSTPKPER.IWELCBICBCFLBUFFIOUT)

C--...VERSION 1449-20MAY1983 WEL1B8 
C 
C CALCUILATE VOLUMETRIC BUDGET FOR WELLS 
C 
C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 

DIMENSION VBNM(4,MSUJ4),VBVL(4.MSUM),WELL(4,MXWELL), 
1 IBOUNO(NCOLNROW,NLAY),BUFF(NCOLNROW,NLAY) 
DIMENSION TEXT(4) 

C 
DATA T EXT(1),TEXT(2),TEXT(3).TEXT(4) let ,, , , 

C 
Cl ------ CLEAR RATIN AND RATOUT ACCUMULATORS.  

RATIN-O.  
RATOUT-O.  
IBD-O 

C 
C2 ------ IF THERE ARE NO WELLS DO NOT ACCUMULATE FLOW 

IF(NWELLS.EQ.O) GO TO 200 
C 
C3 ------ TEST TO SEE IF CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERMS WILL BE RECORDED.  

IF(ICBCFL.EQ.O .OR. IWELCB.LE.O) GO TO 60
C 
C4 ------ IF CELL-BY-CELL FLOWS WILL BE SAVED THEN CLEAR 

IBD-1 
00 50 IL-i,NLAY 
DO SO IR-1,NROW 
DO 50 IC-1,NCOL 
BUFF(IC,IRIL)-O.  

50 CONTINUE

THE BUFFER.

C 
CS ------ PROCESS WELLS ONE AT A TIME.  

60 00 100 L-1,NWELLS 
IR-WELL(k,L) 
IC=WELL(3,L) 
IL-WELL(1,L) 
Q-WELL(4,L) 

C 
C5A ----- IF THE CELL IS EXTERNAL IGNORE IT.  

IF(!BOUND(IC,IR,IL).LE.O)GO TO 100 
C 
CSB--...PRIFT THE INDIVIDUAL RATES IF REQUESTED(IWELCB<O).  

IF(IWELCB.LT.O.AN4.ICCCFL.NE.O) WRITE(IOUT,900) (TEXT(N),N-1,4), 
1 KPER,KSTP,L,IL,IR,IC,Q 

900 FORMAT(1HO,4A4,' PERIOD',I3,' STEP',13,' WELL',14, 
1 ' LAYER',13,' ROW ',14,' COL',14,' RATE',G15.7) 

C C5C-...IF CELL-BY-CELL FLOWS ARE TO BE SAVED THEN ADD THEM TO BUFFER.
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IFkU1D.EO.1) BUFF(IC,!R,!L)UBUFF(1CIRIL)+Q 
IF(Q) 90,100,80 

C 
C5 ----PUMPING RATE IS POSITIVE(RECHARGE). ADD IT To RATIN.  

80 RATIN-RATIN+e 
GO TO 100 

C 
C5E---PUMPING RATE IS KEGATIVE(DISCHARGE). ADD IT TO RATOUT.  

90 RATOUT-RATOUT..Q 
100 CONTINUE 

C 
C6 ---- IF CELL-BY-CELL FLOWS WILL BE SAVED CALL UBUDSV TO RECORD TX::M IF(IBD.EQ.1) CAL.L UBUDSV(KSTP,XPER.TEXTIWLCBBUFFNCOL.NROW, 
c 1 NLAY.IOUT) 

C7 ----- OVE RATES INTO VBYL FOR PRINTING BY MODULE BASIOT.  
200 VBVL(3SNSUM)-RATIN 

VBVL(4,MSUM)-RATOUT 
C 
C8 ----- MOVE RATES TIMES TIME STEP LENGTH INTO YBYL ACCUMULATORS.  

VBVL (1 MSUM) -VBVL (1 ,MSUM).RATIN'OELT 
VBVL(2,MSUM) "VBVL(2,MSLII4)AATOUT-DELT 

C 
C9 -----HOVE BUDGET TERM LABELS INTO VBNM FOR PRINTING.  

VBNM(1,NSW4).TEXT(l) 
VBNM(2,HSUM)-TEXT(2) 
VBNM (3 ,MSUM )-TEXT '3) 
VBNM(4,MSUM) uTEXT(4) 

C 
C10----INCREMENT BUDGET TERM COUNTER(MSUM).  

MSUM-MSUt4+1 
C 
Cll-----RETURN 

RETURN 
END
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Variable 

BUFF 

DELT 

IBD

Range 

Crlobal 

Global 

Modu l e

IBOUND Global

IC Module

ICBCFL Global

IL 

IOUT 

IR

Module 

Global 

Module

DefInition 

DIMENSION (SCOL.NROW,NLAY), Ruffer used to accumulate 
information before printing or recording it.  

Length of the current time step.  

Flag.  
0, cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 

not be recorded.  
0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 

be recorded.  

DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY), Status of each cell.  
< 0. constant-head cell 
0, inactive cell 
0 0, variable-head cell 

Index for columns.  

Flag.  
0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be recorded 

or printed for the current time step.  
0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will be either printed 

or recorded (depending on IWELCB) for the 
current time step.  

Index for layers.  

Primary unit number for all printed output. IOUT - 6.  

Index for rows.

IWELCB Package Flag and a unit number.  
> 0, unit number on which cell-by-cell flow terms 

will be recorded whenever ICBCFL is set.  
0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be printed 

or recorded.  
< 0, well recharge rate will be printed whenever 

ICBCFL is set.  

KPER Global Stress period counter.  

KSTP Glooal Time step counter. Reset at the start of each stress 
period.  

L Module Index for wells.  

MSUM Global Counter for budget entries and labels in VBVL and VBNM.  

MXWELL Package Maximum number of wells active at any one time.
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List of Variables for Module WELIBD (Continued)

Variable 

NCOL 

NLAY 

NROW 

NWELLS 

0 

RATIN

Range 

GI oba I 

Global 

Global 

Package 

Module 

Module

RATOUT Module

TEXT 

VBNM 

VBVL 

WELL

Module 

Global 

Global

Definition 

Number of columns in the grid.  

Number of layers in the grid.  

Number of rows in the grid.  

Number of wells active during the current stress period.  

Rate at which the well recharges the aquifer.  

Accumulator for the total flow Into the flow field from wells.  

Accumulator for the total flow out of the flow field into wells.  

Label to be printed or recorded with the array data.  

DIMENSION (4,20), Labels for entries in tne volumetric 
budget.  

DIMENSION (4,20), Entries for the volumetric budget.  For flow component N, the values in VBVL are: 
(1,N) Rate for the current time step Into the flew field.  
(2,N) Rate fcr the current ti,.e step out of the flow field.  
(3,N) Volume into the flow field during simulation.  (4,N) Volume out of the flow field during simulation.

Package DIMENSION ( 4 .HXWELL), For each well: layer, row, column, and recharge rate of the well.
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CHAPTER 9 

DRAIN PACKAGE 

Conceptualization and Implementation 

The rate at which water seeps into a drain in the saturated zone of 

an aquifer is approximated in the model using the equation 

QDi,J,k " CDi~j,k(hi,j,k-di,J,k) - CDij,khij,k - COi,j,kdi~jJk (6S, 

where 

00i~j~k is the rate water flows into the drain (L 3t'); 

Sdtj,k is the head in the drain (L); 

hi,j,k is the head in the aquifer near the drain (L); and 

CO1 ,j,k is the conductance of the interface between 

the aquifer and the drain (L2 t-I).  

The c-efficient COjlk (fig. 39) is the conductance of the interface 

between the drain and the porous material. It may be affected by size and 

frequency of openings in a drain tile, chemical precipitation around a 

tile, difference in permeability between the aquifer material and the 

backfill around a tile, and a low permeability bed in an open drain or the 

converging area of flow as the drain is approached (fig. 40). The head in 

the drain is assumed to be the elevation of the drain. Thus the flow into 

the drain is assumed to be proportional to the head above the drain (fig. 41).  

This equation only holds when the head in the aquifer is greater than the 

head in Lhe drain. When the elevation of the drain is greater than tne head 

in the aquifer, the flow into the drain, ODij,k, is equal to zero.  
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h z Head in the 
Cell

Head in the 
Drain

Conductance of the 
!nterface Between the 
Cell and the'Drain

Q = CD (h-d) 

Figure 39.-Flow into a drain as a function of head in the 
aquifer and the elevation of the drain.  
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Figure 4 0.-Factors that may affect the conductance of the 
interface Detween an aquifer and a drain.  
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No Leakage into Drain Leakage into Drain

Leakage into a Drain

Figure 4 l.-Leakage into a drain as a function of head in the 
aquifer.
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Data describing each drain is Stored in a list. The contents of the 
list, which are specified by the user at the beginning of each stress 
period, consist of the row, column, layer, elevation, and conductance for 
each drain. During the formulation phase, the heads from the previous 
iteration are compared to the drain elevation. If the drain elevation is 
less than the head in the cell, the eypressions - CDi,,k and - CD1 .j,kdijk 
are added to the accumulator HCOFtijk and RHSij.k, respectively. If the 
drain elevation is greater than or equal to the head in the cell, nothing 

is added to HCOFi,jk and RHISi.jk.
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Drain Package Input 

Input to the Drain (DRN) Package Is read from the unit specified in 
IUNIT(3).  

FOR EACH SIMULATION 

DRN1AL 

1. Data: MXDRN IDRNCB 
Format: 110 110 

FOR EACH STRESS PERIOD 

DRNIRP 

S2. Data: ITMP 
Format: 110 

3. Data: Layer Row Col Elevation Cond Format: 110 110 110 FIO.O FIO.O 

(Input item 3 normally consists of one record for each drain.  
If ITMP is negative or zero, item 3 will not be read.) 

Explanation of Fields Used in 
Input Instructions 

MXDRN--is the maximum rumber of drain cells active at one time.  

IDRNCB--is a flag and a unit number.  

If IORNCB > 0, it is the unit number on which cell-by-cell flow 
terms will be recorded whenever ICBCFL (see Output 
Control) is set.  

If IDRNKB - 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be printed or 
recorded.  

if IDRNCB < 0, drain leakage for each cell will be printed whenever 
ICBCFL is set.  

ITMP--is a flag and a counter.  

If ITMP < 0, drain data from the last stress period will be reused.  

if ITMP )- 0, ITMP will be the number of drains active during the current 
stress period.
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Layer--is the layer number of the cell Containing the drain.  
Row--is the row number of the cell containing the drain.  
Column--is the column number of the cell containing the drain.  
Elevation--is elevation of the drain.  
Cond--is the hydraulic conductance of the interface between the aquifer and the drain.
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Module Documentation for the Drain Package 

The Drain Package (DRNI) consists of four modules, all of which are 

called by the MAIN program. The modules are: 

DRNIAL Allocates space for an array that contains 

the drain list (DRAl).  

DRN1RP Reads location, drain elevation, and drain 

conductance of each cell containing a drain.  

- DRNJFM Adds the terms -Clij,k and -CDi,j.kdij,k to 

the accumulators HCOFi,j,k and RHSij,k, 

respecti vely.  

DRN1BD Calculates the rates and accumulated volume of 

drainage from the flow system.
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Narrative for Module DRNIAL 

This module allocates space in the X array to store the list of drain%.  

1. Print a message identifying the package and initialize NORAIN 

(number of drains).  

2. Read and print MXDRAN (the maximum number of drains) and IDRNCB 

(the file number for saving cell-by-cell flow terms or a flag indicating 

that cell-by-cell flow terms should be printed).  

3. Set LCDRAI (which will point to the first elemenc in the drain 

list) equal to ISUM (which points to the first unallocated element in the 

X array.  

4. Calculate the amount of space needed for the drain list (five 

values for each drain--row, column, layer, drain elevation, and drain 

conductance).  

5. Print the number of elements in the X array used by the Drain 

Package.  

6. RETUPR.
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Flnw Cart fcr %ooule URNJAL 

NDRAIN Is the number of drains 
Oetng sinulated at any given 
t i.me.  

MXDRN is the naxivium number of 
drains simulated.  

IDRNCB is a flag and a unit number.  

If IDRNCB 0 0, it Is the unit 
number on which cell-by-cell 
flow terms will be recorded 
whenever ICBCFL is set.  

If IDRNCB -0 , cell-by-cell flow 
terns will not be printed or 
recorded.  

If IDRNC8 < 0, drain leakage for 
edch drain will be printed whenever 
ICBCFL is set.  

LCDRAI is the location, in the X 
array, of the llst of drain data 
(DRAI).
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SUBROUTINE DRN1AL(ISUM,LENX,LCDRAIoNDRAIN,MXDRN.IN.IOUT.  
I IDRNCR) 

C C-...VERSION 0956 080EC1983 DRN)AL 

C ALLOCATE ARRAY STORAGE FO DRAIN PACKAGE 
C t********.t*t**.  

C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 
C 

C 
Cl- ----- IDENTIFY PACKAGE AND INITIALIZE NORAIN.  

WRITE(IOUT,1)IN 
I FORMAT(lHO.'DRN1 -- DRAIN PACKAGE, VERSION 1, 12/08/83', 
2' INPUT READ FROM UNIT',13) 

NDRAIN-O 
C 
C2 ------ READ & PRINT MDRN & IDRNCB(UNIT I FLAG cOR CELL-BY-CELL FLOW) 

READ(IN,2) MXDRN,IDRNCB 
2 FORMAT(2110) 

WRITE(IOUT,3) MXDRN 
3 FORMAT(lH ,'MAXIMUM OF',15,' DRAINS') 

IF(IDRNCB.GT.O) WRITE(IOUT,9) IDRNCB 9 FORMAT(1X,'CELL-BY-CELL FLOWS WILL BE RECORDED ON UNIT',I3) 
IF(IDRNCR.LT.O) WRITE(IOUT,8) 

8 FORMAT(!X,'CELL-BY-CELL FLOWS WILL BE PRINTED WHEN iCBCFL NOT 0') S~C 
C3 ------ SET LCDRAI EQUAL TO ADDRESS OF FIRST UNUSED SPACE IN X.  

LCDRAI-ISUM 
C 
C4 ------ CALCULATE AMOUNT OF SPACE USED BY THE DRAIN PACKAGE.  

ISP-S*MXDRN 
ISUM-ISUM+ISP 

C 
C5 .----- PRINT AMOUNT OF SPACE USED BY DRAIN PACKAGE.  

WRITE(IOUT,4) ISP 
4 FORMAT(IX,16,' ElEMENTS IN X ARRAY ARE USED FOR DRAINS') 

ISUMlzISUM-1 
WRITE(IOUT,5) ISUM1,LENX 

5 FORMAT(IX,16,' ELEMENTS OF X ARRAY USED OUT OF',I7) 
IF(ISUMl.GT.LENX) WRITE(IOUT,6) 

6 FORMAT(lX,' **.X ARRAY MUST BE DIMENSIONED LARGER**-') 
C 
C6 ------ RETURN 

RETURN 
END
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List of Variarles for Module DRNiAL 

Variable Range Defilition 

1DRNCB Package Flag and a unit number.  

> 0, unit number on which cell-by-cell flow terms 
will be recorded whenever ICBCFL is set.  

0. cell-by-cell flow terms will be neither 
printed nor recorded.  

< 0, leakage for each drain will be printed.  

IN Package Primary unit number from which input for this package 
will be read.  

IOU Global Primary unit number for all printed output. lOUT 6.  

ISP Module Number of words in the X array allocated by this 
module.  

ISUM Global Index number of the lowest element in the X array 
which has not yet been allocated. When space 
is allocated fo, an array, the size of the 
array is added to ISUM.  

ISUMi Module ISUM - 1.  

LCDRAI Package Location in the X array of the first element of array 
ORAl.  

LENX Global Length of the X array in words. This should always 
be equal to the dimesision of X specified in the 
MAIN Program.  

MXDRN Package Maximum number of drains active at any one time.  

NDRAIN Package Number of drains active during the current stress 
peri od.
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Narrative for Module DRN1RP 

This module reads data to build the drain list.  

I. Read ITMP. TTMP is the number of drains or a flag indicating 
that drain data from the previous stress period should be reused.  

2. Test IThP. If ITMIP is less than zero, the drain data read for 
the last stress period will be reused. Print a message to that effect 

and RETURN.  

-. 3. If ITMP is greater than or equal to zero, it is the number of 
drains for this stress period. Set the number of drains (NDRAIN) in the 
"current stress period equal to ITMP.  

4. Compare the number of drains (NDRALN) in the current stress period 
to the nunLer specified as the maximum for the simulation (MXDRN). Tf 
NDRAIN is greater than MXORN, STOP.  

5. Print the number of drains in the current stress period (NDRAIN).  

6. See if there are any drains. If there are no drains in the current 
stress period (NORAIN - 0), bypass further drain processing.  

7. Road and print the layer, row, column, elevation, and conductance for 
each drain.  

8. RETURN.
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l1MP is both a flag and a 
counter. If it is greater 
than or equal to zero, it ;s ENTER the number of drains to be 
simulated during the Current 
stress period. If it is less 
than zero, it indicates that 
the drains simulated in the 
last stress period should be READ 

Simulated in the current [ M 
stress period.  

HXDRN is the maximum number of 2 
drains to be simulated. YR 2A 

ITUP<0MESSAGE %A•VING S~ THAT OLD SATA 

WI-- BE AEUSEC 

NO 

3 
SNUMBER 

OF DRAINS 
ECJL TO jTmP 

0 DRAINS 

MXETRN 
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SuRROuIN( CAINO mRtAIz .%ONAI A.NI2DollJ.IN.IOUT) 

C 
C... -Vtatols 16032 SAP11M OhRNIA 

C 4EAD DRAIN LOCA1:04S. ELEIATIOSRS. AMP COMXXuTA5KES 

C 

DIMENSION OBAI(.0WIDRNI 

C 
C ...... & ZD TP9EmDt 3 0 OF RAIN CtLLS ON FLAG TO REUSE DATA) 

Ft ORNATI3O)1 
C 
CZ ----TEST IT* 

IF(IT-'GE.01 so 10 SO 
C 
C21..-IF IT'U'0 114R NEWS DATA FICI LAST STRESS P12100.  

WRITE( IOU.? .7 
7 F0RNA?(ImD.REfuSlmG DRAINS FROM LAST STRESS PEIOO*) 

RETURN 

C3---.-If I?*.0 rwEN IT IS THE WRIER OF DRAINS.  
$0 IMPAIN.1TM1 

IFIXNRAIN.LC JUDAS) 90 TO 100 
C 
CA ---- I MNDA10124IOAN TKIN SIOP 

WRTE(:OqJT.9I'; NDRAIN.PMDN 
9,FORMkATf(1ND.NORAIC.14.') IS GREATER TH4AX URC.A 

STOP 
C 
cs.....PRINT HUISEM Of DRAINS In THMIS STRESS PERIOO.  

100 WRITE(IOU1.11 MIDNAlS 
I fOQpATfIMO.,/1.IS.' DRAIPS-) 

6---- I THERE ARE %0 DRAINS THEN RETURN.  
1T(N0RAIN.EO.01 GO TO 260 

C 
Cl ----- EAD AND PRINT CATA FOR EACH DRAIN.  

P intEIOUT .3) 
3 F3RNAT(MN.151 ' LATERE.5201OW.SZ 

I1'COL ELEVATION COWtTAMICE MRAIN N~l.S.0') 
DO 250 11?.1.NDRAIN, 
READ (I%.&) , JDAI.3O I(.I 

A FORNPAT(3II0.2110.O) 
wAITE (IOUT.S) £..RIAI)DA(.)I 

5 FORMAT(II.ISI .I.9I.1AGAII) 
DRAIR.1.I)-c 
DRAIC2.11)-l 

250 CONTI'NUE 

CSB- ---RETURN 
260 RETURN 

END
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List of Variables for module DRN1RP 

Variable Range Definiticn 

DRAI Package DIMENSION (5,MXDRN), For each drain: layer, row, column, 
head in drain, and Conductance into drain.  

I Module Index for rows.  

II Module Index for drains.  

IN Package Primary unit number from which input for this package 
will be read.  

lOUT Global Primary unit number for all printed output. lOUT - 6.  

ITMP Module Flag or number of drains.  

0, number of Orains active during the current 
stress period.  

< 0, same drains active during the last stress 
period will be active during the current stress 
period.  

J Module Index for columnS.  

K Mo-jule Index for layers.  

MXDRN Package Maximum number of drains active at any one time.  

NORAIN Package Number of drains active during the current stress period.
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Narrative for Module DRN1FM 

This module adds terms representing drain leakage to the accumulators 

HCOF and RHS.  

1. If NDRAIN is less than or equal to zero in the current stress period, 

there are no drains. RETURN.  

2. For each drain in the drain list, DO STEPS 3-7.  

3. Determine the column (IC), row (IR), and layer (IL0.  

4. If the cell is external (IBOUND(IC, IR, IL) < 0), bypass processing 

on this drain and go on to the next drain.  

5. If the cell is internal, get the drain data (elevation and conductanc 

6. If the head in the aquifer (HHNEW) is greater than the elevation of 

the drain, there is no drain leakage. RETURN.  

7. If the head in the aquifer (HHNEW) is greater than the elevation of 

the drain (EL), add the term -C*EL (C is the drain conductance) to the 

accumulator RHS and the term -C to the accumulator HCOF.  

8. RETURN.
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Flo_ Chert for .Aoc.'e 0%%F4 
RHS Is an accumulator in 

which the right hand Side ( ENTER 
Of the equation IS DRNIFM fornriuated.  

HCOr as an accumulator In 
which the coefficient of 
head in the cell Is 
fornulated. oF DRAINS YES .,
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SUBROUTINE DRN1FM(NDRAIN,MXDRN,DRAI HNEW,HCOFRHSIBOUND.  
I NCOL,NROW,NLAY,IOUT) 

C 
C--...VERSION 1638 25APR1983 DRN1FM 
C 
C 
C ADU DRAIN FLOW TO SOURCE TERM 
C 
C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 
C 

DOUBLE PRECISION HNEW 
C 

DIMENSION DRAI(S,MXDRN),HNEW(NCOL,NROWNLAY), 
I RHS(NCOLNROW,NLAY),IBOUND(NCOLNROWNLAY), 
I HCOF(NCOLNROWNLAY) 

C 
C 
Cl ------ IF NDRAIN<-O THERE ARE NO DRAINS. RETURN 

IF(NDRAIN.LE.O) RETURN 
C 
C2 .----- PROCESS EACH CELL IN THE DRAIN LIST 

DO 100 L-1,NDRAIN 
C 
C3 ------ GET COLUMN, ROW AND LAYER OF CELL CONTAINING DRAIN.  

IL-ORAI (1,L) 
IR-DRAI(2,L) 
!-DRAI (3,L) 

C 
C4 ------- IF THE CELL IS EXTERNAL SKIP IT.  

IF(IBOUND(ICIR,IL).LE.O) GO TO 100 
C 
.C5 ------ IF THE CELL IS INTERNAL GET THE DRAIN DATA.  

EL-ORAl (4,L) 
HHNEW-HNEW(IC,IR,IL) 

C 
C6 ------ IF HEAD IS LOWER THAN DRAIN THEN SKIP THIS CELL.  

IF(HHNEW.LE.EL) GO TO 100 
C 
C7- ---- HEAD IS HIGHER THAN DRAIN. ADD TERMS TO RMS AND HCOF.  

C-DRAI (5,L) 
HCOF(IC,IRIL)-HCOF(IC,IR,IL)-C 
RHS(ICIR,IL)=RHS(IC,IRIL)-C*EL 

100 CONTINUE 
C 
C8 ----- RETURN 

RETURN 
END
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List of Variables for Module DRNIFM

Variable 

C 

DRAI 

EL 

HCOF 

HHNEW 

HNEW

Range 

Module 

Package 

Module 

Global 

Module 

Glooal

IBOUND Global

IC 

IL 

i OUT 

IR 

MXDRN 

NCOL 

NDRAIN 

NROW 

RHS

Module 

Module 

Global 

Module 

Package 

Gl oba I 

Package 

Global 

Global 

Global

Def i nit ion 

Conductance into the drain.  

DIMENSION (5,MXDRN). For each drain: layer, row, column, head in the drain and conductance into the drain.  

Elevation of the drain (head in the drain).  

DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY), Coefficient of head in the cell (J,I,K) in the finite-difference equation.  

Head in the cell containing the drain.  

DIMENSION (NCOL.NROWNLAY;, Most recent estimate of head in each cell. HNEW changes at eact. iteration.  

DIMENSION (NCOLNROW.NLAY), Status of each cell.  
0, constant-head cell 

= 0, inactive cell 
0, variable-head cell 

Index for columns.  

Index for layers.  

Primary unit number for ali printed output. lOUT 6.  

Index for rows.  

Maximum number of drains active at any one time.  

Number of columns in the grid.  

Number of drains active during the current stress period.  

Number of layers in the grid.  

Number of rows in the grid.  

DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY), Right hand side of the 
finite-difference equation. RHS is an accumulation 
of terms from several different packages.
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Narrative for Module DRN1BD 

This module calculates rates and volumes transferred between the aquifer 

and drains.  

1. Initialize the cell-by-cell flow-term flag (IBD) and the rate 

accumulator (RATOUT).  

2. If there are no drains (NDRAIN < 0), skip down to step 12 and put 

zeros into the budget terms for drains.  

3. Test to see if cell-by-cell flow t-rms are to be saved on disk.  

They will not be saved if either of the following conditions hold: (1) this 

is not the proper time step (ICBCFL - 0) or (2) cell-by-cell fluw terms 

are not needed for drains during this simulation (IDRNCB < 0). If cell-by-cell 

flow ter-- will be saved for drains, set the cell-by-cell flow-term flag 

(IBD) and clear the buffer in which they will bp accumulated (BUFF).  

4. For each drain, do steps 3-11 accumilating flows into drains.  

5. Determine the row, column, and layer of the cell containing the 

drain.  

6. If the cell is external (IBOUND(I,J,K), < 0), bypass further 

processing of this drain.  

7. Get the drain parameters from the drain list.  

8. If the head in the cell is less than the elevation of the drain, 

bypass further processing of this drain.
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9. If the head in the cell is greater than the elevation of the 

drain, set "0" equal to the conductance of the drain (C) times the drain 

elevation (EL) minus the head in the cell (HHNEW) (0 - C'(EL - HHNEW)).  

Add 0 to the accumulator RATOUT to get the total flow from the aquifer into 

drains.  

10. If the cell-by-cell flow terms are to be printed (IDRNCB < 0 and 

ICBCFL 0 0), print Q.  

11. If the cell-by-cell flow terms for drains are to be saved, add 0 

to the buffer (BUFF).  

12. See if the cell-by-cell flow terms are to be saved (IBO - 1). If 

they are, call module UBUOSV to record the buffer (BUFF) onto disk.  

13. Move RATOUT Into the VBVL array for printing by BASlOT. Add 

RATOUT multiplied by the time-step length to the volume accumulator in VBVL 

for printing by BAS1OT. Move the drain budget-term tabels to VBNM for 

print by BAS1OT.  

14. Increment the budget-term counter (MSUM). See the section in 

the Basic Package for a detailed expianation of VBVL, VBNM, and MSUM.  

15. RETURN.
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Flow C.nart for module DRNI&BD 

IRD is a flag which, if set, 
causes cell-by-cell flow C 
terms for drains to be 
recorded. 1'2 .  

EXTERNAL: a cell Is said to be 
external If It Is either no 
flow or constant head (i.e..  
an equation Is not formulated 
for the ceil).  

BUFFER Is an array in which 
values are stored as they ,. t.c- 0.  
are being gathered for 
printing or recording. I, 

RATOUT is an accumulator to 
which all flows out of the 
aquifer are added.  

0 Is the discharge to a drain.  

EL is the elevation of the 
drain.  

IDRNCB is a flag and a unit 
number.  

If IDRNCB > 0, it Is the unit 
number on which cell-by-cell F77 
flow terms will be recorded 
whenever ICBCFL is set.  

If IDRNCB 0 0, cell-by-cell 
flow terms will not be printed 
or recorded. ' .  "•COgb• 

If IDRNCB < 0, drain leakage _ _ 

for each drain will be printed 
whenever ICBCFL Is set.  

ICBCFL is a fl ag.  

If ICRCFL o 0, cell-by-cell 
flow terms will be either 
printet_ or recorded for the 
current time step.
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S'J9ROt!'!NE DRNl.2D(PiDRNMXDRlVý I .V3VLMSUMZAj,DELT.HNFW.  NCOL,NROW,NLAT.IBOUNOKiSTP,KPERIDRNCB,|CBCFL,BUFFIOUT)
1

C ----- VERSION 1301 28DEC1983 DRNIBD 
C 
C 
C CALCULATE VOLUMETRIC BUDGET FC 
C 
C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 
C - - - - - - - -

C

C

DOUBLE PRECISION HNEW

)R DRAINS

DIMENSION VBNM( 4 ,MSUM),VBVL(4,MSUM),DRAI(5,,XDRN), 
I HNEW(NCOLNROW.NLAY),IBOUND(NCOLNROWflAY) 
2 BUFF(NCOL,NROW,NLAY) 
DIMENSION TEXT(4)

DATA TEXT(1),TEXT(2),TEXT(3),TEXT(
4: /, , p ,3 C 
- ,---- - -------- -- DR'-'AIN- / C 

Cl ------ INITIALIZE CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERM FLAG (180) AND Cl ------ ACCUMULATORS (RATIN AND RATOUT).  
RATOUT-O.  
IBD-O

C 
C2 ------ IF THERE ARE NO DRAINS THEN DO NOT ACCUMULATE DRAIN FLOW 

IF(NORAIN.LE.O) GO TO 200 

C3 ------ TEST TO SEE IF CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERMS ARE NEEDED.  

C IF(ICBCFL.EQ.O .OR. IDRNCB.LE.O) GO TO 60
C3B ----- CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERMS ARE NEEDED SET 10 AND CLEAR SUFFER.  IBD-1 

DO 50 IL-1,NLAY 
00 50 IR-lNROW 

DO 50 IC-1,NCOL 
BUFF(IC,IR,IL)-O.  

50 CONTINUE
C
C4 ------ FOR EACH DRAIN ACCUMULATE DRAIN FLOW 60 DO 100 L-1,NDRAIN
I.
CS ------ GET LAYER, ROW & COLUMN OF CELL CONTAINING REACH.  

IL=ORAI(1,L) IR-DýAI(2,L) 

IC=DRAI(3,L) 
C
C6 .----- IF CELL IS EXTERN;AL IGNORE IT.  

c IF(IBOUND(IC,IR,IL).LE.O) GO TO 100

C7 ------ GET DRAIN PARAMETERS FROM DRAIN LIST.  
EL-ORAI(4,L) 
C-DRAI(5,L)
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I*4NEW-HNEW( IC ,IR.IL) 
C 
C8 ---- IF HEAD LOWER THAN DRAIN THEN FORGET THIS CELL.  

IF(HHNEW.LE.EL) GO TO 100 
C 
C9 ---- HEAD HIGHER THAN DRAIN. CALCULATE Q-C-(EL-HHNEW) ADO 0 TO RATOUT 

0-C' (EL-HHNEW) 
RA70UT-RATOUT-Q 

C 
CIO----PRINT THE INDIVIDUAL RATES IF REQUESTED(IDRNCBcO).  

IF(IDRNCB.LT.O.AND.ICBCFL.NE.O) WRITE(IOUT,9u0) (TEXT(N),Nu1.4).  
I KPERXSTP,L, I L.IR,I CA 

900 FORMAT(IH0,4A4,' PERIO¾.13,' STEP',13,' DRAIN, 1I4, 
1 LAYER',13.' ROW*,14., COL'.14,' RATE',G15.7) 

C 
Cll--IF C-B-C FLOW TERMS ARE TO BE SAVED THEN ADD Q TO BUFFER.  

IF(IBD.EQ.1) BUFF(IC,IR,IL)-BUFF(ICIR.IL)'Q 
100 CONTINUE 

C 
C12---IAF C-B-C FLOW TERMS WILL BE SAVED CALL UBUDSV TO RECORD THEM.  

IF(IBD.EQ.1) CALL UBUDSV(XSTP.KPER.TEXT,IDRNCB,BUFF,NCOL,NROIJ.  
I NLAY,IOUT) 

C 
C13 -----4MOVE RATES.YOLUMES & LABELS INTO ARRAYS FOR PRINTING.  

200 VBVL(3,MSUM)=O.  
VB VL(4,MSUM )-RATOUT 
VBYL (2,MSUM)=VBVL(2,MSUM)+RATOUT*DELT 
VBNM(1,MSUM)-TEXT(l) 
VBNM(2,MSUM)-TEXT(2) 
VBNM(3,MSUM)-TEXT(3) 
VBNM(4,MSUM)-TEXT(4) 

c 
C14---INCREMENT BUDGET TERM COUNTER 

MSUm=mSUm+1 
C 
C15----RETURN 

RETURN 
E ND
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List of Variables for Module DrPIBD

Range 

Global 

Module 

Global 

Package 

Module 

Module 

Global

Definition 

DIMENSION (NCOLNROWNLAY), Buffer used to accumulate information before printing or recording it.  

Conductance into drains.  

Length of the current time step.  

DIMENSION (5,MXDRN), For each drain: layer, row, column, head in the drain and conductance into the drain.  

Elevation of the drain (head In the drain).  

Head In the cell containing the drain.  

DIMENSION (NCOLNROWNLAY), Most recent estimate of head in each cell. HNEW changes at each iteration.

IBD Package Flag, 
0. cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 

not be recorded.  S0, cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 
be recorded.  

IBOUND Global DIMENSION (NCOLNROWNLAY), Status of each cell.  
< 0. constant-head cell 
0 0, inactive cell 
> 0, variable-head cell 

IC Module Index for columns.  

ICBCFL Glotal Flag.  
0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be recorded 

or printed for the current time step.  S0, cell-by-cell flow terms will be recorded for 
the current time step.  

IDRNCB Package Flag.  
> 0 and if ICBCFL * 0. cell-by-cell flow terms 

for the DRN1 Package will be recorded on 
UNIT - IDRNCR.  

IL Module Index for layers.  

[OUT Global Primary unit number for all printed output. lOUT x 6.  

IR Module Index for row%.  

KPER Global Stress period counter.  
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BUFF 

C 

DELT 

DRAI 

EL 

HHNEW 

HNEW
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Variable 

KSTP 

L 

MSUM 

MXDRN 

NCOL 

NDRAIN 

NLAY 

NROW 

Q

Range 

Global 

Module 

Global 

Package 

Global 

Package 

Global 

Global 

Module

RATOUT Module

TEXT 

VBNM 

VBVL

Module 

Global 

Global

Definition 

Time step counter. Reset at the start of each stress 
period.  

Index for drains.  

Counter for budget entries and labels in VBVL and VBNM.  

Maximum number of drains active at any one time.  

Number of columns in the grid.  

Number of drains active during the current stress 
period.  

Number of layers In the grid.  

Number of rows in the grid.  

Flow from a drain into a cell. (Reverse the sign to 
get the flow into the drain.) 

Accumulator for the total flow out of the flow field 
into the drains.  

Label to be printed or recorded with the array datA.  

DIMENSION (4.20), Labels for entries in the volumetric 
budget.  

DIMENSION (4,20), Entries for the volumetric budget.  
For flow component N, the values in VBVL are: 
(1,N) Rate for the current time step into the flow 

field.  
(2,N) Rate for the current time step out of the flow 

field.  
(3,N) Volume into the flow field during simulation.  
(4,N) Volume out of the flow field during simulation.
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CHAPTER 10 

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION PACKAGE 

Conceptualization and Implementation 

Evapotranspiration (ET) is the mechanism whereby water is converted from 

the liquid phase to the vapor phase. This package simulates the effect 

of ET where the source of water is the saturated porous medium; therefore, 

it deals primarily with water removed by the roots of plants.  

The ET rate determined by the ET Package depends on the position of the 

aquifer head relative to two given ET reference Elevations--ET surface and ET 

extinction elevation (fig. 42). For a given ,aodel node, the ET rate decreases 

to zero as the aquifer head declines to the extinction elevation and is set to 

zero when the aquifer head drops below this elevation. The ET rate increases 

to a user-controlled maximum limit as the aquifer head rises above the extinction 

elevation to the given ET surface elevation. The ET rate is assumed to be 

"proportional to the saturated thickness above the given ET extinction 

"elevation. The ET -ate is expressed in terms of flow into the aquifer as 

N= 0 when h < EXEL (70) 

EVTR (h - EXEL)/EXDP when SURF > h > EXEL (71) 

Q s EVTR when h > SURF (72) 

where 

0 is the ET rate (L 3t'); 

h !s the head in the aquifer (L); 

EXEL is the extinction elevation (L); 

SURF is the ET surface elevation (L); 

EXDP is the extinction depth (SURF - EXEL) (L); and 

EVTR is the maximum ET rate (LOt-l1.
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0

Evapotranspiration (ET)

Figure 42.-Evapotranspiration as a function of head in the 
aquifer.
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Replacing the tern EXEL by the expression (SURF - EXDP) in equations 70, 71.  

and 72 yields 

0 v 0 when h t SURF - EXDP (73) 

o - EVTR (h - (SURF - EXDP))/EXDP when SURF > h ) SURF - EXDP (74) 

o - EVTR when h > SURF. (75) 

To simulate the effect of ET on an aquifer, one of these expressions 

is added to the finite-difference equation for each cell. The finite

difference equation was written in the form 

m m m 
CVt ,j,k-1/2hi.j.k-1 + CCi-1/2,j.khi-T.J'k + CRij-1/2,khij-l.k 

( CVi,j,k-/2 CCI-1/z,j,y - CRi,j.112,k - CRi,J+1/2,k 
m m 

" CCi+I/ 2 ,j k - CVi,j,k+I/2 + HCOFi,+,k)hjk + CRi j+112,khi,j+1k 

m m "+ CCi+l/2,j,khi+,j,k + CVi,j,k+,/2hi jk,.l w RHSij,k (76) 

where 

RHSij,k is composed of all terms independent of head at the end of 

the iteration; and 

HCOFi,j,k is composed of all coefficients of hi,j,k other than 

conductances from adjacent cells.  

As explained in chapter 2, an external source of water represented by an 

equation oi the form 

ai,,,k,n = Pi,jk,nni,j,k + q',j,k,n (77) 

can be incorporatea into equation 76 by adding Pij,k,n to HCOFi,J,k and 

subtracting qi,j,k,n from RHSi,j,k. The value of Pi,j,k,n and qi,j,k,n 
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depends on which of the three equations--73, 74, or 75 IS selected. The 
values are Shown In the following table.  

Equation 

73 74 75 
Pijkn -VTRXDP 0 

qiojpkn 0 EYTR-(SURF-EXDP)/EXOP -EVTR 

The data needed to calculate the terms in this table are the three 
variables--maxlimum ET rate, ET surface elevation, and extinction depth. The 
three variables are stored in the three arrays--EVTR, SURF, and EXDP, each 
array having one value for each horizontal-cell location. The user must 
specify values for each variable at each horizontal-cell location.  

There are two options (fig. 43) for indicating from which layer ET is 
abstracted at a given horizontal-cell location. Under option 1, ET is taken 
rrom grid layer i. Under option 2, ET is taken from the layer specified by 
the user in a special array called IEVT.  
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Lane Surface 
j1

1 -

-- W.'.'� - -.  

� tIll, II I - -

11 1111
vertical Cross Section Showing Hypothetical 
Field Situation and Finile Difference Grid

Buried 
Drain 

Water 
Table

�-r)

Stalus of Cells at End of Simulated Period

Si-'•"

xlx x x x xx x 

Cells from Which ET Is Abstracted Under 
Option 1

Variable Head Cell 

E Constant Head Cell 

I Inactive Cell 

WCell from Which ET 
Is Abstracte•

1 1 1 1 11 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 e Layer inOicatorsSpecified

jx xx xx xlx I 
xI x I x x1 

I I x l X 1 X X 

± ! ~ {

in the iPV I Array

M Cell from Which ET Is Abetracted

Cells from Which ET Is Abstracted Under 
Option 2 

Figure 43. -Hypothetical problem showing from which cells ET 
will be abstracted under the two options available 

in the ET Package.
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Evapotranspiration PacKage Input

Input to the Evapotransptratlon (EVT) Package is read from the unit 
specified in IUNIT (5).  

FOR EACH SIMULATION

EVTIAL

1. Data: 
Format:

NEVTOP IEVTCB 
110 110

FOR EACH STRESS PERIOD 

7. Data: INSUQF 
Format: 110

EVTIRP

INEVTR INEXOP. INIEVT 
I10 110 110

3. Data: SURF 
Module: UZDREL 

4. Data: EVTR 
Module: U2OREL 

5. Data: EXDP 

Mo"!Ile: U2DREL 

IF THE ET OPTION IS EQUAL TO TWO 

6. DOta: IEVT 
Module: U2DINT 

Explanation of Fields Used in 
Input Instructions 

NEVTOP--is the evapwtvanspiration (ET) option code. ET parameters (ET 
surface, maximum ET rate, and extinction depth) are specified 
in two-dimensional arrays, SURF, EVTR, and EXDP, with one value 
for each vertical column. Accordingly, ET is calculated for one 
cell in each vertical column. The option codes determine for 
whicn cell in the column ET will be calculated.  

I - ET is calculated only for cells in the top grid layer.  

2 - The cell for each vertical column is specified by the 
user in array IEVT.  
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IEVTCB--is a flag and a unit number.  

If IEVTCB > 0, it is the unit number on whicn cel1-by-cell flow teras will be recorded whenever ICBCFL (see Output 
Control) is set.  

If IEVTCB < 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be printed or 
recorded.  

INSURF--is the ET surface (SURF) read flag.  

If INSURF > 0, an array containing the ET Surface elevation will be 
read.  

If INSURF < 0, the ET surface from the preceding stress peri.5d will 
be reused.  

INEVTR--is the maximum ET rate (EVTR) read flao.  

"If INEVTR 0 0, an array contalniog the nraximum ET rate will be read.  
If INEVTR < 0, the maximum ET rate from the preceding stress period 

will be reused.  

INEXDP--is the extinction depth (EXOP) read flag.  

If INEXDP > 0, an array containing the extinction depth (EXDP) will 
be read.  

If INEXDP < 0, the extinction depth from the preceding stress period 
will be reused.  

INIEVT--is the layer indicator (IEVT) read flag. It is used only if the ET "option (NEVTOP) is equal to two.  

"If INIEVT 0 0, an array containing the layer indicators (IEVT) will 
be read.  

If INIEVT < 0, layer indicators used during the Preceding stress period 
will be reused.  

SURF--is the elevation of the ET surface.  

EVTR--is the maximum ET rate.  

EXDP--is the ET extinction depth.  

IEVT--is the layer indicator array. For each horizontal location, it indicates the layer from which ET is removed. It is needed only if the ET option is equal to two.  
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SAMPLE INPUT 70 711i WVAOTRANSPIlATION PACKAGE USING ET OPTION 1

EXPLANATION

INEVYOP. I.VTCsj 
Stress period 1--IIRSuirF. iNLvTIi 1 D INIzVTI__________ 
Control record for CT surface array-

710 
715 

[T surface 720 
725 
710 
735 

Control record for maimum gate Cat 
Control record for eztlaction depth agray 
Stresp period,2--1JUSUtr, INTVOM. INEXOP. IN.EVJ__ 
Control record for mzlmum C ate $* 
Stress period 3--INSUmtr. INIVTK. INEIZDP. INIEYI_ 
Control record for maximum E rate-e_

max ET late

1%) 

Ca

1.2 1 
1.2 1 
1.2 1 
1.0 1 
3.2 1 
1.3 1

INPUT RECORDS 

1 0 
1 3 

27 1.  
715 120 72S 
720 725 7130 
725 7130 735 
730 71S 740 
735 740 145 
740 745 7S0 

0 9.659-7 
0 18.  

0 8.23L-7 
-1 1 
27 9.65C-7 

.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 

.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 

.2 1.3 1.4 1.4 

.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 

.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 

.3 1.4 1.4 1.4

SAMPLE INPUT T1 THEK EVAPOTRDANSPIRATION PAC.AGE USING ET OPTION 2

EXPLANATION

INEVTDP. IEVTCU_ 
Stress period 1--IINSURF. INEVTr. INEXDP. IWIEVYI 
Control record tot L? surface array 

710 
715 

ET surface 720 
725 
730 
735

4 Control record for maximum ET rate _ 
5 Control record for extinction depth array 
6 Control .ecoad for layer indicator array 

Layer numbers 

2 Stress peri..od 2--IINSUR., INLVTR, INEXDP, INIEVT) 
4 Coh-trol record fur maximum ET late_

I 

1 
I

0 
0 

12 
2223 
2222 
1222 
1111 
1111 
1111

FIELDS IN ARRAY CONTROL. RECORDS ARE---I LOCAT. CONST. FNTIN, IPRN)

DATA 
I TE

2 
3 

4 
5 
2 
4 
2 
4

4

I 
11015.01 
710 
135 
740 
745 
150 
75S 

-) 
-I 

11074.0)

DATA 

I TIN

I 
2 
)

INPUT RECORDS

2 
1 

27 
715 
720 
725 
7130 
735 
740

45 
I 

1.  

720 725 
125 730 
730 735 
735 7140 
740 745 
745 7SG 
9.650-7 

10.  
I

I 
11015.01 
7130 
735 
740 
745 
750 
755

(2012)

-1 -1-1 1 
0 8.21E-7
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MOdule Documentation for the Evaootransoiration Pacraae 

The Evapotranspiration Package (EVT1) consists of four modules, all 

of which are called by the MABIN program. The modules are: 

EVT1AL Allocates space for arrays to contain maximum 

ET rate (EVTR), surface elevation (SURF), 

extinction depth (EXOP), and, if option 2 

is specified, the layer indicator (IEVT).  

EVTIRP Reads arrays containing the maximum ET rate 

"(in terms of a volume per unit area), surface 

elevation, extinction depth, and, if option 2 

is specified, the layer indicator. Maximum ET 

rates are multiplied by cell area to get the 

maximum ET for each node as a volumetric rate.  

"EVTIFM Determines, for each horizontal location, which 

cell is at the surface. Determines if there 

is ET from that cell. If there is ET, add the 

appropriate terms to HCOF(I,J,K) and RHS(I,J,K).  

EVT1BD Calculates the rates and accumulated volume of ET 

out of the flow system.
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Narrative for Module EVTIAL 

This module allocates space In the X array to store data relating to 

evapotranspiration.  

1. Print a message identifying the package.  

2. Read and print the option indicator (NEVTOP) and the unit ntnnb, 

for cell-by-cell flow terms (IEVTCB).  

3. See if the ET option (NEVTOP) is legal. If NEVTOP is illegal 

(not 1 or 2), print a message saying the option is illegal. Do not 

allocate storage. STOP.  

4. If NEVTOP is legal, print NEVTOP.  

5. If the cell-by-cell flow terms are to be recorded, print the unit 

number (IEYTCB) where they will be recorded.  

6. Allocate space for the maximum ET-rate array (EVTR), the extinction

depLh array (EXOP), and the ET-surface array (SURF).  

7. If the ET option (NEVTOP) is equal to two, allocate space for a 

layer-indicator irray (IEVT).  

8. Calculate and print the number of elements in the X array used by 

the ET package.  

9. RETURN.
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-"low Coiart for Moeute EV- AL 

NEVTOP Is the ET option.  

If NEVTOP = 1, ET is from the EvT1AL 
top layer. 1 

v 
If NEVTOP 2. ET is from the PRINTMESSAGE 

layer specified by the user In IDENTIFYING 
the indicator array (IEVT). PACKAGE 

IEVTCB Is the unit number on which + 

cell-by-cell fl ow tern for ET READ NEVTOP 

will be written. AND IEVTCB 

EVTR is an array which contains the 

maximum ET rate for each horizontal 
cell location. NO PRNT 

L E G A L E R R O R * 
SURF Is an array which contains the 

elevation of the ET surface.  

EXDP is an array which contains the PRINT mESSAGE 
Sextinction depth for ET. SHOWING OPTION 

IEVT is an array which contains the 
layer number from which ET Is taken 
for each norlzontal locatjon. It 
4s use" only if option 2 has ro 8 YES PRINT 
been specified. IEVTCB
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SUBROuTIIV EVTIAL(ISUR.LEtff.kC!EVT.LC1VV?.kCEIDP..CSU3FC.  

C -----MsIN 094) OMEC1983 Ev'lAt 
C ............................... *to .. ............ n.. t 

C ALLOCATE ARRAl STORAGI 100 EVWWOTOAfSPINATIU% 

C 
C SPtCZFICATIONS, 

C 
Cl ---- IDENITIFY PACKAGE.  

1 FORMAT(IM0.LVTI -- EVAPOTRANSPIRATION PACAMpE. VERSION I*., 
1 12/0/813*. IlieU? READ FROM UlIT*.13) 

C 
CZ .... READ N(VTOP ANQ REVYCl.  

RIAOC II..3 1f VTOP. ECTC9 
I FOQPATf2flO) 

C 
'3----.CMECI T0 SEE THAT E? 09PT0ON IS LEGAL..  

IF(lmEvT0P.GE.1.AJIO.N6VTOP.LE.2)GO TO 200 

C3A----.IF ILLFGAL PRINT A MESSAGE 4 £30?Y SIMUJLATION..  
w.ITE (IOU? .3) 

8 FORMAT(IZ.'ILLEGAL ET OPTION CODE. SIMUiLATIONS ABORTING') 
STOP 

C 
C4 ----IF ThE OPTION IS LEGAL THEN PPIKT THE OPTION CODE.  

200 IFENEVTOP.EO.I) 'ITE(1CJ.201) 
201 FORMATf12.'OPTIOSS 1 - EVAPOTRANSPI.SATIOS. FROM TOP LAERhl 

IF(NEVTOP.EOLZ! WRITE(IOUT.2021 
202 F0RSAT(12. OPTIOft 2 -- EVAPOTRAMSPIRAYION FROM ONE SPECIFIED'.  

I ' WODE In EACHI VERTICAL COLtIMMN1 

C 
.5 ----IF CELL-ST-CELL TERMS TC SE SAVED THlEN PRINT UNIT 4UMSEA.  

IF(IEVTCS.ST.O) WRITE.(IOUT.?03I IE#TCl 
203 FORMAT(11.*CELL-0T-CELL FLOW TERMS WILL 81 SAVED ON IJNIT'.I3) 

C 
C6 -.-- ALLOCATE SPACE FOR THE ARRAYS EYTI. EXD, ANDO SURF.  

LCEEVT N-KSlIM 
I sum- I StDS.NcOLYIRC 
LCElDP.IS1PS 
I~lM.ISU*.ACOL*"ROW 
LCSIJRF.ISYIS 
I SIN. I Sum.COL *NRC" 

C7 ----- I OPTION 2 THEN ALLOCATE SPACE FOR THlE INDlICATOR ARRAYCICYT) 
IF(NEVTOP.ME.2 360 TO 300 
LCIEVT.ISWI 
I sumS- I SaDS-C0L'SPOV 

:8.----CALCUL5ATE a PRINT AMOUNT 7F SPACE USED ST ET PACXAG.F.  
300 ISK.ISUM.;RK 

VP ITE (,OUT .4 IRK 
A CORMATIZ.16.* ELEREENTS OF A ARRAY UStO FOR EVAPOTRANSPIRATION'I 

IC'JW1.ISU'LI1 

S FOR-tAT(li.I6. * ELEMENTS OF I ARRAY USED OUT 0F'.171 
l!FISUM1I.GT.LENZ !WITE!IOU' .6) 

6 FORMIAT(11, -*A ARRAY MUST RE MADE LARGER-1 

C9..----RETURN.  
RETURN 
END
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List of Varianles for Module EVT,,L 

Variable RaneDefntion 

IEVTCB Package Flg.  
Tf IEVTCB > 0 and ICBCFL * 0, cell-by-cell flow 
terms for the EVTI Package will be recorded on 
UNIT - IEVTCB.  IN Package Primary unit number from which input for this package 
will be read.  TOUT Global Primary unit number for all printed output. TOUT - 6.  IRK Module Before this module allocates space, IRK Is set equal to ISUM. After allocation, IRK is subtracted from ISUM to get the amount of space in the X array 
allocated by this module.  ISUM Global Index number of the lowest element in the X array which has not yet been 31located. When space is allocated for an array, the size of the array is added to 
I SUM.  ISUMi Module Index number of the last element of the X array 
allocated by this module.  LCEVTR Package Location in the X array of the first element of array 
EVTR.  LCEXDP Package Location in the X array of the first element of array 
EXDP.  LCIEVT Package Location in the X array of the first element of array 
"I"EVT .  LCSURF Package Location in the X array of the first element of array "•- 
SURF.  LENX Global Length of the X array in words. This should always be "equal to the dimension of X specified in the MAIN 
program.  NC2L Global Number of columns in the grid.  

NEVTOP Package ET option: 
1 1, ET is from the top layer.  

* 2, ET at each horizontal-cell location is from 
the layer-indicator array (IEVT).  NROW Global Number of rows in the qrid.  
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Narrative for Module EVTIRP

This module reads data used to calculate the terms which represent 

evapotranspiration.  

1. Read the values INSURF, INEXOP, TNEVTR. and INIEVT which indicate 

whether the data contained in arrays SURF, EXDP, EVTR, and IEVT, 
respectively, used during the last stress period, are to be used for the 
current stress period.  

2. Test INSURF to see where the ET-surface array (SURF) Is coming from.  

If INSURF is less than zero, the ET-surface elevation used in the last stress 

period will be used again in this stress period. Print a message to that 

effect and GO TO 4.  

3. INSURF Is greater than or equal to zero. CALL U2DREL to read SURF.  

4. Test INEVTR to see where the maximut.. ET .,ate (EVTR) is coming from.  

If INEVTR is less than :ero, the maximum ET r~te used in the iast stress 

period will be used again in this stress period. Print a message to that 

effect and GO TO 7.  

S. INEVTR is greater than or equal to zero. CALL U20REL to read the 

maximum ET rate (EVTR).  

6. Multiply the maximum ET rate by the area to get a volumetric rate.  

7. Test INEXnP to see where the extinction rate is coming from. If 

INEXDP is less than zero, the :xtinction depth used in the last stress period 

will be used again in this stress period. Print a message to that effect 
and GO TO 9.  

F. If INEXDP is greater than or equal to zero, CALL U2DREL to read the 

extinction depth.  

g. If the ET option (NEVTOP) is equal to two, a layer-indicator array 

is necoed.  

10. Test INIEVT to see where the layer indicator is coming from. If 

INJEVT is less than zero, the indicator array used in the last stress period 

will be used again in this stress period. Print a message to that effect 
and GO TO 12.  

11. If INIEVT is greater than or equal to zero, CALL UMDINT to read the 

IEVT array.  

12. RETURN.
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INEVTQ is a flag which, when set, 
Indicates that the maxi•um ET rate 
EVTR Should he read for tne current 
stress period. If it is clear 
(less tp-an zero%, maxinim ET rates 
from the last stress period Should 
be reused.  

INIEVT, INSURF, and INEXDP are flags 
similar to INEVTR used for the 
layer indicator array (IEVT), the 
ET surface array (SURF). and the 
extinction depth array (EXDP), 
respectively.  

EVTR is an array containing the maximum 
ET rate for every horizontal cell 
location.  

SURF is an array containing the ET 
surface elevation for each horizontal 
cell location.  

EXDP Is an array containing the extinction 
depth for each horizontal cell 
location.  

IEVT is an array containing a layer 
indicator for each horizontal cell 
location. For each horizontal cell 
location, it indicates the layer 

N- number of the cell at tha: location 
from which ET is taken. It iS used 
only if the ET option (NEVTOP) is 
eQua; to two.  

NEVTOP Is the ET option.  

If NEVTOP = 1, ET is from the top 
l ayer, 

If NEVTOP - 2, ET is from the layer 
specifie- by the user in the Indicator 
array (IEVT).
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C ---- vtosso. 1631 oUE11110 EVT1Rll 

C ................................. . ......... f......*...  

- ............... * *..........~............. ........  

C 

DATA AMAD(1.1 I*ASSM((.1).AAIMq3.1)*ANWAE(4.1).AISAJ((S.1)* 
I AJ~qES.I .0 . * ET'.' LAY1.11 I'.. DEAlj 

DATA ASN(C1.2I.ABMtt2.2).ANAME.2I.AkME4.2.N1(.  
1 NAPK(6.2) I' W . 1.' S41R.IACIE/ 

DATA AXSME (I.1N(23.A(.).*43..M(.1 
I ANAME(G.3) /I EVA*. PDT$ .'A3P*. IRA?'.'ION *'1~~ 

C1 ----- EAD FLAGS SHMGin VRETHER DATA IS TO SE REUSED.  
RE Apt 316 11SRFt ..I"EmT. InIop.IInt(TT 

6 FORMAT(£I11Q 
C 
C2 ---- TEST INU~I*f TO SEE WilfR SURFACE ELP01A'O C~."ES FROM.  

IF(INWUF.GE.o)G~o To 3? 

C2A -----IF InSAJRFcO THEN REUSE SIGFACI MARRA FA096 LAST STRESS PERNIQO 
WRITEEIOUT.31 

3 FOMNT(1MO.UNEUSIN6 SURF W-1101 LAST STRESS PERIOD') 
GO TO 3S 

C 
C3-----IF 139SURF.110 THEM CALL? MODULE U"ORCL TO READ SURFACE.  

32 CALL U2DRCL (SLF.AUK(1.2)1.1.0M.WOL.O.1%.I OUT I 
C 
C4 ---- TEST IseEVTR TO SEE WHERE MA& ET RATE COMES FROM.  

35SF~gVT*EOG TO 37 
C 
CA ---- IF INEVT240 T14ER REUSE MV ET RATE.  

WRITEIIOUT.4) 
4 FOaMAT(IIO. 'REUSING CYTIt FROM LAST STRESS PERIOD') 

GO TO £5 

CS.----IF 1IKV1TR.PO CALL MODULE 'JZORE TO READ HAI ET RATE.  
37 CALI. U2ZREL(EVTR.ANAAE(1.3).R4OV.SSCOL.O.INIOUT) 

C 
C6-..N-4KTIPLT HAS ET RATE ST CELL AREA TO GET VOLUMETRIC RATE 

00 40 IC.1.NCOL 
CbTR(IC .IR ).VTR(tC .IR)OELR(IC)ODELC(IR) 

40 CONTINUE 
C 
Cl-.-.-TEST IREXOP TO SEE WHERE CITINCTION1 DEPTH COMES FROM 

4S IF(INEZOP.GE.O)GO TO 47 
C 
VA.----IF IREXOPCO REUSE EXTINCTION DEPTH FROM LAST STRESS PERIOD 

hR ITE (IOUT .5) 
S FORMAT(IIO.RNEUSMN EXOP FRO" LAST STRESS PERIOD-) 

GO TO 48 
C 
C8-----IF 'NEXOP.'0 CALL MODULE V202EL TO READ EXTINCTION DEPTH, 

4? CALL U2OREL(EIOP.PAIME(I .t).?iROWIhOL .O.IN.IOUT), 
C 
C9 ---- IF OPTION(NEVTOP) !S 2 TMER WE NEED AN INDICATOR ARRAY.  

£8 IF(NEYTOP.XE.2)GO TO SO 
C 
CIO-----IF INIEVT.O THlEN REUSE LATER INDICATOR ARRAY.  

IF(IRIEVT.GE.O)GO TO 49 
wR ITEE lOUT.2) 

2 FDRMIAT(1IIO. PEUSIiSG 1EV? FROM LAST STRESS PERIOD' 
GO TO SO 

C 
C11 ---- IF INI!YT.3'0 'HER CALL HOMUE ,RDINT TO READ INDICATOR ARRAY.  

£9 CALL U201HT (I EVT.AI(( 1. 1 .?IROW.4COL.O.IRW.1 OUT) 
C 

So RETURN 
END 
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List of Variables for Module EVT~kP

Variable Range

ANAME 
DELC 

DELR 

EVTR 
EXDP 
IC 
IEVT 

IN

Module 
Global 

Global 

Package 
Package 
Module 
Package

Definition 

Label for printout of the input array.  
DIMENSION (NROW), Cell dimension in the coluwn 

direction. DELC(I) contains the width of row I.  
DIMENSION (NCOL), Cell dimension in the row direction.  

DELR(J) contains the width of column J.  
DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW), Maximum ET rate.  
DIMENSION (NCOL.NROW), Extinction depth.  
Index for columns.  
DIMENSION (NCOLNROW), Layer number for each horizontal 

cell location from which ET will be taken if the ET 
option (NEVTOP) is equal to two.

Package Primary unit number fror whish input 
will be read.

INEVTR Module Flag.  
> 0,

for this package

EVTR array will be read.

INEXDP Module

< 0, EVTR array already in memory 
stress period will be used.

Flag.  
> 0,

from tho last

EXDP array will be read.

INIEVT Module

< 0, EXDP array already in memory 
stress period will be used.

Flag.  
> 0,

from the last

IEVT array will be read.

INSURF '4odule

< 0, IEVT array already in memory 
stress period will be used.

Flag.  
> 0,

from the last

SURF array will be read.

< 0, SURF array already in memory 
stress period will be used.

from the last

Primary unit number for all printed output. lOUT 
Index for rows.  
Number of columns in the grid.  
ET option.  

x 1, ET is from the top layer.  
- 2, ET at each horizontal-cell location is from 

the layer-indicator array (IEVT).  
Number of layers in the grid.  
Number of rows in the grid.  
DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW), Elevation of the ET surface.
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I OUT 
IR 
NCOL 
NEVTOP 

NLAY 
NROW 
SURF

Global 
Module 
Global 
Package 

Global 
Global 
Package

Er 
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Narrative for Moule EVTIF!F 

This module adds "erms representing ET to the finite-difference equations.  

1. For each horizontal-cell location, determine which layer ET comes 

from and add the appropriate terms to the equation for the cell. DO STEPS 1-7.  

2. Set the layer index equal to one.  

3. If option 2 was invoked, get the layer index from the indicator 

array (IEVT).  

4. If the cell is external, move on to the next horizontal-cell 

location. SKIP STEPS 5-7.  

5. If the head in the aquifer is greater than or equal to the ET

surface elevation, add EVTR to PHS and move on to the next horizontal

cell location. SKIP STEPS 6 AND 7.  

6. If the head in the aquifer Is less than the extinction elevation 

(ET surface minus extinction depth), no terms nead to be added to the 

finite-difterence equation. Move on to the next horizontal-cell location.  

SKIP STEP 7.  

7. Add the term -EVTR/EXDP to HCOF and subtract the term 

-EVTR(EXDP - SURF)/EXDP from RHS.  

8. RFTUR;R.
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Flow Criart for "-u•ule EV"!Fm 

IEVT is an array containing a 
layer indicator for each 
hor•zontal cell location.  
For each horizontal cell FOREACH 
location. It Indicates HOR.:ONTAL 
the layer number of the CELLt OCATON 

cell at that location from 
wnlch ET Is taken. It is 
used only i• the ET option SET Li 

(NEVTOP) is equal to two. 3NOExE 
70 

SURF is an array containing 
the maximum ET rate for 
every horizontal cell 
l ocation.  

:r, EVTR is an array containing SPEC 

the maximum ET rate for INDE-% rR 
every horizontal cell 
1 ocatl on. J 

RHS is an accumulator In which 
the right hand side of CE 

the fIn'te-dIfference EXT E;r 

equation Is formulated.  

HCOF -s an accu-ilator in 
which a coefflcIent of 
nead in the finite
di:fference equation is ELHE 

Sorrrul ated.  

-' NEVTaP is the ET option.  

"If NEVTOP - 1, ET is from 
the top layer.  

If NEVTOP - 2, ET is from ,EvTIN 
the layer specified by 
tne user in the indicator 
array (IEVT).
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SUBROUTINE EVTIFM(NEVTOPIEVTEVTREXDPSURF,RHS,HCOF, 
1 IBOUNDHNEW,NCOL.NROW ,NLAY, lOUT) 

C 
C--...VERSION 0835 OFEB1983 EVTIFM 
c 
C ADD EVAPOTRANSPIRATION TO RHS AND HCOF 
C 
C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 
C 

DOUBLE PRECISION HNEW 
DIMENSION IEVT(NCOL,NROW).EVTR(NCOL,NROW),EXDP(NCOL,NROW), 

1 SURF(NCOL,NROW),RHS(NCOL,NROW.NLAY), 
2 HCOF(NCOL,P.ROW,NLAY), IBOUND(NCOL,NROW,NLAI), 
3 HNEW(NCOLNROW,NLAY) 

C 
C 
Cl ------ PROCESS EACH HORIZONTAL CELL LOCATION 

DO 10 IR,1,NROW 
DO 10 IC-INCOL 

C 
C2 ------ SET THE LAYER INDEX EQUAL TO I 

IL-1 
C 
C3--....IF OPTION 2 IS SPECIFIED THEN GET LAYER INDEX FROM IEVT ARRAY 

IF (NEVTOP.EO.2)IL-I EYT(IC,IR) 
C 
C4 ------ IF THE CELL IS EXTERNAL IGNORE IT.  

IF(IBOUND(IC,IR,IL).LE.O)GO TO 10 
C=EVTR(IC,IR) 
S-SURF (IC,IR) 
H-HNEW(IC.IR,IL) 

C 
C-3------.IF AQUIFER HEAD IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO SURF, ET IS CONSTANT 

IF(H.LT.S) GO TO 5 
C 
C5A ----- SUBTRACT -EVTR FROM RHS 

RHS(IC,IR,IL)-RHS(IC,IR,IL) • C 
GO TO 10 

C 
C6------IF DEPTH TO WATER>--EXTINCTION DEPTH THEN ET IS 0 

5 D-S-H 
X-EXDP(IC,IR) 
IF(D.GE.X)GO TO 10 

C 
C7 ------ LINEAR RANGE. ADD ET TERMS TO BOTH RHS AND HCOF.  

RHS(IC,IR,IL)=RHS(ICIRIL)+C-C*S/X 
HCOF(ICIR,IL)-HCOF(IC,IR,IL)-C/X 

10 CONTINUE 
C 
C8 ------ RETURN 

RETURN 
END
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List of Variables for Module EVT1FM

Variable Range De fi nit ion

Module Maximum ET rate.  
Module Depth to water.  
Package DIMENSION (NCOLNROW), Maximum ET rate.  
Package DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW), Extinction depth.  
Module Head in the cell.  
Global DIMENSION (NCOL,NROWNLAY), Coefficient of head in 

the cell (J,I,K) In the finite-difference equatlor.  
Global DIMENSION (NCOL,NROWNLAY), Most recent estimate of 

head in each cell. HNEW changes at each iteration.  
Global DIMENSION (NCOL,NROWNLAY), Status of each cell.  

< 0, constant-head cell 
- 0. inactive cell 
> 0. variable-head cell 

Module Index for columns.  
Package DIMENSION (NCOLNROW), Leyer number, for each horizont 

cell location, from which ET will be taken if the E 
option (NEYTOP) is equal to two.  

Module Index for layers.  
Global Primary unit number 'or all printed output. TOUT - 6.  
Module Index for rows.  
Global Number of columns In the grid.  
Package ET option.  

= 1, ET is from the top layer.  
= 2, ET at each horizontal cell location is from 

the layer-indicator array (IEVT).  
Global Number of layers in the grid.  
Global Number of rows in the grid.  
Global DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY), Right hand side of finite

difference equation. RHS is an accumulation of 
terms from several different packages.  

Module ET surface elevation for a cell.  
Package DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW), Elevation of the ET surface.  
Module Extinction depth fcr a cell.
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Narrative for Module EVT1BD 

This module calculates rates and volumes removed f'om the aquifer by 
evapotranspiration.  

1. Clear the rate accurulator RATOUT.  

2. If budget terms will be saved, clear the buffer (BUFF) in which 
they will be accumulated.  

3. Process each horizontal-cell location one at a time calculating 
flow to evapotranspiration (STEPS 4-11).  

4. Set the layer index (IL) equal to one.  

5. If opticn 2 Is in effect, get the layer index from the layer
indicator array (IEVT).  

6. If the cell Is external (IBOUND < 0), bypass pr.,cessing of the cell.  

7. If the head in the aquifer is greater than the elevation of the 
ET surface, set the ET rate for the cell equal to the maximum ET rate.  
SKIP STEPS 8 AND q.  

8. If the depth to the water is greater than the extinction depth, 
bypass further processing of this cell. SKIP STEP q.  

Calculate the ET rate usinq the linear approximation.  

10. Add the ET flow from the cell to tht 3ccumulator (RATOUT).  

11. If the cell-by-cell flow terms are to be saved, add the ET rate 
to the buffer (BUFF).  

12. If the cell-by-cell flow terms are to be saved, call module UBUDSV 
to write the buffer (BUFF) onto a disk.  

13. Move RATOUT into the VBVL array for printing by BAS1OT.  

14. Add RATOUT multiplied by the time-step length to the volume accum
ulators in VBVL for printing by BASIOT.  

15. Move the ET budget-term labels to VBNM for printing by BAS1OT.  

16. Increment the budget-term counter (MSUM).  

17. RETURN.
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-low C-drt for Module EvWIB 

RATOUT !s an accumulator to which 
all flows out of the aquifer 
are added. ( 

BUFFER Is an array in whiCh values 
are stored aS they are being 
gathered for printing or 
recordl ng.  

IEVT Is an array containing a 
layer Indicator for each K 
horizontal cell location. For 

each horizontal cell location, 
It indicates the layer number 
of the cell at that locatlcfn 
from which ET is taken. It is 

used only if NEVTOP is equal 
to two.  

SURF Is an array containing the ET 

surface elevation for each K 
horizontal cell location.  

0 is the flow to ET from an 
individual cell.  

VBVL Is a table of budget entries 
cal cul ated by component-of-flow 
packages for use i*n calculating E 
"the volumetric budget.  

VBNM is a table of labels for L 
budget ternm.
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SUBROUTINE EVTIBD(NEVTOP.IEVT.EVTREXDP.SURF.IBOUNr, HNEW, 
I NCOLNROW,NLAY,DELTVBVL,VBNM ,MSLUMKSTP,KPER, 
2 IEVTCB,ICBCFL,BLrFIOUT) 

C ----- VERSION 1405 IOFEB1983 EVTIBO 
C, 
C CALCULATE VOLIUMETRIC BUDGET FOR EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
C 
C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 
C 

DOUBLE PRECISION HNEW 
DIMENSION IEVT(NCOL,NROW).EVTR(NCOLNROW),EXDP(NCOLNROW), 
I SURF(NCOL.NROW),IBOUND(NCOLNROW.NLAY), 
2 VBVL(4,20),VBNM(4,20),HNEW(NCOLNROW,NLAY), 
3 BUFF(NCOL,NROW.NLAY) 

DIMENSION TEXT(4) 
DATA TEXT(1),TEXT(2).TEXT(3),TEXT(4) T ',/ , , 

C 

C 
Cl ------ CLEAR THE RATE ACCUMULATOR.  

RATOUT-O 
C 

C2 ------ IF CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERMS WILL BE SAVED THEN CLEAR THE BUFFER.  
IBD-O 
IF(IEVTCB.LE.O .OR. ICBCFL.EO.n) GO TO 5 
IBD-I 
DO 4 IL=I,NLAY 
O0 4 IR=1,NROW 
60 4 IC-1,NCOL 
BUFF(IC ,IR,IL)=O.  

4 CONTINUE 
C 
C3 ------ PROCESS EACH HORIZONTAL CELL LOCATION 

5 DO 10 IR-1,NROW 
DO 10 IC-1,NCOL 

C 
C4 ------ SET THE LAYER INDEX EQUAL TO 1 

IL-l 
C 
C5- ----- IF OPTTON 2 IS SPECIFIED THEN GET LAYER INDEX FROM IEVT ARRAY 

IF(NEVTOP.EQ.2)IL=IEVT(IC,IR) 
C 
C6 ------ IF CELL IS EXTERNAL THEN IGNORE IT.  

IF(IBOUND(ICIR,IL).LE.O)GO TO 10 
C=EVTR(IC ,IR) 
S-SURF(IC,IR) 
H-HNEW(IC,IR,IL) 

C 
C7 ------ IF AQUIFER HEAD -> SURFSET Q-MAX ET RATE 

IF(H.LT.S) GO TO 7 
0--C 
GO TO 9 

C 
C8 ------ IF DEPTH->EXTINCTION DEPTH, ET IS 0
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7 XEXDP(IC,IR) 
D-S-H 
IF(D.GE.X)GO TO 10 

C 
C9 ------ LINEAR RANGE . Q--EYTR(H-EXEL)/EXOP 

QC*D/X-C 
C 
C10 ---- ACCUMULATE TOTAL FLOW RATE 

9 RATOUT-RATOUT-Q 
C 
Cll .---- IF CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERMS TO BE SAVED THE 

IF(1BD.EQ.1) BUFF(ICIR.IL)-Q 
10 CONTINUE

ADD Q TO BUFFER.

C 
C12--...IF C-B-C TO BE SAVED CALL MODULE UBUDSV TO RECORD THEM.  

IF(IBD.EQ.1) CALL UBUDSV(KSTPKPER,TEXT,IEVTCB,BUFF,NCOL,NROW, 
NLAY,IOUT) 

C 
C13 -----. OVE TOTAL ET RATE INTO VBVL FOR PRINTING BY BASIOT.  

VBVL(3,MSUM)-O.  
VBVL(4,MStIM),4ATOUT 

C 
C14 - ADD ET(ET RATE TIMES STEP LENGTH) TO VBVL 

VBVL(1,MSUMT-O.  
VBVL(2,MSUM)-VBVL(2.MSUM)4VATOUT*DELT 

C 
C15 ----- MOVE BUDGET TERM LABELS TO VBNM FOR PRINT BY MODULE BASIOT 

VBNM(1,MSUM)-TEXT(1) 
VBNM(2,MSUM)-TEXT(2) 
VBNM(3,MSUM)=TEXT(3) 
VBNM(4,MSUM)=TEXT(4) 

C 
C16--...INCREMENT BUDGET TERM COUNTER 

MSUM=MSUM+1 
C 
C17 ----- RETURN 

RETURN 
END
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List of Variables for Module EVT1BO

Variable Range 

BUFF Global 

C Module 
D Module 
DELT Global 
EVTR Packag 
EXDP Packag 
H Module 
HNEW Global

IBD 

IBOUND 

IC 
ICBCFL 

IEVT

e 
e

Def inition 

DIMENSION (NCOLNROW,NLAY), Buffer used to accumulate 
information before printing or recording it.  

Maximum ET rate at a cell.  
Depth to water below the ET surface.  
Length of the current time step.  
DIMENSION (NCOLNROW), Maximum ET rate.  
DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW), Extinction depth.  
Head in the cell.  
DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY), Most recent estimate of 

head In each cell. HNEW changes at each iteration.
Module Flag.  

0, cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 
not be recorded.  

S0, cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 
be recorded.  

Global DIMENSION (NCOLNROW.NLAY), Status of each cell.  
< 0, constant-head cell 
0 0. inactive cell 
0, variable-head cell 

Module Index for columns.  
Global Flag.  

G 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be recorded 
or printed for the current time step.  

* 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will be recoraed for 
the current time step.  

Package DIMENSION (NCOLNROW), Layer number for each horizontal
cell location from which ET will be taken if the ET 
option (NEVTOP) is equal to two.

IEVTCB Package Flag.  
If IEVTCB > 0 and ICBCFL * 0. cell-by-cell flow 
terms for the EVT1 Package will be recorded on 
UNIT - IEVTCB.  

IL Module Index for layers.  
lOUT Global Primary unit number for all printed output. lOUT - 6.  
IP Module Index for rows.  
KPER Global Stress period counter.  
KSTP Global Time step counter: Reset at the start of each stress 

period.  
MSUM Global Counter for budget entries and labels in VBVL and VBNM.  
NCOL Glooal Number of columns in the grid.  
NEVTOP Package ET option.  

1, ET is from the top layer.  
- 2, ET at each horizontal-cell location is frcm 

the layer-indicator array (IEVT).  
NLAY Global Number of layers in the grid.  
NROW Global Number of rows in the grid.  
0 Module Flow from ET into the cell. (Reverse the sign to get 

the flow to ET.)
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List of Variables for Module EVTIBD (Continued)

Variable Rance 

RATOUT Module

S 
SURF 
TEXT 
VBNM 

VBVL 

X

Module 
Package 
Module 
Global 

Global 

Module

Definition 

Accumulator for the total flow out of the flow field to ET.
Elevation of the ET.surface for a cell.  
DIMENSION (NCOLNROW), Eleyation of the ET surface.  Label to be printed-or recorded with the array data.  DIMENSION (4,20). Labels for entries in the volumetric budget.  
DIMENSION (4.20). Entries for the volumetric budget.  For flow component N. the values In YBVL are: (1,N), Rate for the current time step into the flow field.  

(2,N), Rate for the current time step out of the flow field.  
(3,N), Volume into the flow field dur'ng simulation.  (4,N), Volume out of 'he flow field during simulatior.  Extinction depth for a cell.
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CHAPTER 11 

GENERAL-HEAD BOUNDARY PACKAGE 

Conceptualization and :mplementation 

A general-head boundary (GHB) consists of a source of water outside 

the modeled area which supplies water to a cell in the modeled area at a 

rate proportional to the head difference between the source and the cell.  

The rate at which water is supplied to cell i,j,k is given by the expression 

" Oi,j,km = Cm(HBm - hiJ,k) (78) 

where 

Qi,j,km is the rate at which water is supplied to the cell from 

boundary m (Ot-1); 

Cm is the constant of proportionality for boundary m (L2 t- 1 ); 

HBm is the head at the source boundarf m (L); and 

hi,j,k is the head in the cell ML).  

"The source of water could be a gaining river in which case the constant 

of proportionality is the conductance of the riverbed (fig. 44(a)). The 

source could be a buried drain (i.e., a negative source); then the constant 

is a function of the material around the drain and the size and spacing of 

opinings in the skin of the drain (fig. 44(b)). It could also be the head in 

the aquifer outside the simulated area in which case the constant of propor

tionality is the hydraulic conductance of the material between the known 

head and boundary of the simulated area (fig. 4 4 (c)). Although the GHB 

Package can be used to simulate the situations shown in figure 44, it 

should be done with great care. In the first two cases, the GHB Package, 

which deals with a single linear relationship (fig. 45), is more restrictive
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0 - C (HB-h)

\" C - Costauctance of R..et Boo

A = Gaining Stream

C - ConOu"lanCe of Orain, AQuiler InfevfiaC

B = Buried Drain

r".

I'

C I CO'•0UC8nC@ Of Mawer~a, 
Be.-Aeen Co'Stant Head 
anc MoceI Asa& 

C = Constant Head Outside the Model Area 

Figure 44.-Three situations which can be simulated using the 
General Head Boundary Package: (a) a gaining-stream.  

(b) a buried drain, and (c) horizontal leakage.
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Flow into the Cell Flow Out of the Cell 

Flow to a General Head Boundary 

Figure 45.-Flow from a general-head boundary as a function of 

head in the aquifer.  
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than the River or Drain Packages. each of which deal with two linear 

relationships. In the third case, the GHB Package does not attempt to 

account for change in storage in the aquifer material between the boundary 

head and the simulated area.  

Data describing each GHB, which is stored in a list, is speciflee by 

the user for each stress period. Input for each boundary consists of the 

location of the boundary cell--layer, row, and column--the boundary head, 

and the constant of proportionality. During the formulation phase of each 

iteration, the term -C*HB is added to the accumulator RHS and the term -C 

is added to the accumulator HCOF.
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General-Head Boundary Package input

Input for the General-Head Boundary (GHB) Package is read from the unit 
specified in IUNIT(7).  

FOR EACH SIMULATION 
GHBIAL 

1. Data: MXBND IGHBCB 
Format: 110 11') 

FOR EACH STRESS PERIOD 

GHB1RP 

2. Data: ITMP 
Format: 110 

Boundary 
3. Data: Layer Row Column Head :ond 

Forrat: 110 110 110 FPO.O FIO.O 

(Input item 3 normally consists of one record for each GHB.  
If ITMP is negative or zero, item 3 Is not read.) 

Explanation of Fields Used in 
Input Instructions 

MXBND--is the maximum number of general-head boundary cells at one time.  

IGHBCB--is a flag and a unit number.  

If IGHBCB > 0, it is the unit number on which cell-by-cell flow 
terms will be recorded whenever ICBCFL (see Output 
Control) is set.  

If IGHBCB - 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be printed or 
recorded.  

If !GHBCB < 0, boundary leakage for each cell will be printed 
whenever ICBCFL is set.  

TTMP--is a flag and a counter.  

If ITMP < 0, GHB data from the preceding stress period will be reused.  

If ITMP > 0, ITMP is the number of general-head boundaries during the 
currcnt stress period.
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Layer--is the layer number of the cell affected by the head-dependent 

boundary.  

Row--is the row number of the cell affected by the head-dependent boundary.  

Column--is the column number of the cell affected by the head-dependent 
boundary.  

Boundary head--Is the head on the boundary.  

Cond--iS the hydraulic conductance of the Interface between the aqt-ifer 
cell and the boundary.
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Module Documentation for the General-Head Boundary Package

The General-Head Boundary Package (GHBI) consists of four modules, all of 

which are called by the MAIN program. The modules are: 

GHBIAL Allocates space for an array that contains 

the general-head boundary list (BNDS).  

GHBIRP Reads location, boundary head, and boundary 

conductance (Cm) of each cell containing 

general-head bounda:y m.  

"- GHB1FM Adds the terms -Cm and -CmHBm to the accumulators 

HCOFi.j,k and RHSij,k, respectively.  

GHB1BD Calculates the rates and accumulated volume of 

flow to and frem general-head boundaries.  

I 
i
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Narrative for Module GHB1AL

This module allocates space in the X array to store the list of general

head boundaries (GHB).  

1. Print a message identifying the package and initialize NBOUND 

(number of general-head boundaries).  

2. Read and print HXBNO (the maximum number of general-head boundaries) 

and IGHBCB (the unit number for saving cell-by-cell flow terms or a flag 

indicating that cell-by-cell flow terms should be printed).  

3. Set LCBNDS, which will point to the first element in the boundary 

- list (BNDS), equal to ISUM which is curreitly pointing to the first unallocated 

element In the X array.  

4. Cr.culate the amount of space needed for the boundary list (five 

values for each boundary--row, column, layer, head, and conductance) and 

add it to ISUM so that it continues to point to the first unallocated 

element in X.  

5. Print the number of elements in the X array used by the GHB Packaoe.  

6. RETURN.
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nfow Chart for Module GHBIAL 

NBOUND is the number of general-head 
boundaries being simulated at any 
given time.  

M.BND Is the maximum number of 
general -head boundaries simulated. ENTEq 

G-B IAL 

IGHBCB Is a flag and a unit number.  

If IGHBCB > 0, It is the unit number 
on which cell-by-cell flow terns will 
be recorded whenever ICBCFL is set.  

I0ENTIFy PACKAGE 
I f I GHBCB 0 0, cell-by-celi fnow AtC INIToAL:ZE 

%U"BrzO OF S^UNCARIES terms will not be printed or recorded. .,.s 

If IGH3CB < 0, the boundary leakage 
for each cell will be printed 2 
whenever ICBCFL is set. 2 

AELD AND PQN 
LCBNOS Is the location In the X G.-eN0-Nr 

array of the list of general-head 
boundaries data (BNDS).  

BNDS is a table containing data for SE'_: =ýRS 
general-head boundaries. E-.u-.-c 

- - EE%1ET 

Z.  

:,.:Lu-1 T E• 
AUOU0NT 0F 

SPACE NEEDEDO) 
COP SN:AS u5E 

LIS 

j!= -_-'• USED 
•v-E3-9 

RETURN 
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SUBROUTINE GHB1AL(ISUM,LENXLCBNDSNBOUNDV•BND.IN.iOUT, 
1 IGHBCB) 

C 
C ----- VERSION 0940 080EC1983 GHB1AL 
ct tt*.  

C ALLOCATE ARRAY STORAGE FOR HEAD-OEPENDENT BOUNDARIES 
C 
C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------

i 

C 
C 

C ------- IDENTIFY PACKAGE AND INITIALIZE # OF GENERAL HEAD BOUNDS 

WRITE(IOUT,1)IN 
1 FORMAT(IHO,'GHB1 -- GHB PACKAGE, VERSION 1, 12/08/83', 

2' INPUT READ FROM UNIT',13) 
NBOUND-O 

c 
C2 ------ READ AND PRINT mXBND AND IGHBCB (MAX D OF BOUNDS AND UNIT 

C2 ------ FOR CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERMS FOR GHB) 
READ(1N,2) MXBND,IGHBCB 

2 FORMAT(2110) 
WRITE(IOUT,3) MXBND 

3 FORMAT(IH ,'MAXIMUM OF',I5,' HEAD-DEPENDENT BOUNDARY NODES') 

IF(IGHBCB.GT.O) WRITE(TOUT,9) IGHBCB 

9 FORMAT(IX,'CELL-BY-CELL FLOW WILL RE RECORDED ON UNIT',13) 

IFg:GHBCB.LT.O) WRITE(IOUT,8) 
8 FORMAT(1X,'CELL-BY-CELL FLOW WILL RE PRINTEn WHEN ICRCFL NOT 0') 

C 
C3 ------ SET LCBNDS EQUAL TO ADDRESS OF FIRST UNUSED SPACE IN X.  

LCBNDS-ISUM 
C 
C4 ------ CALCULATE AMOUNT OF SPACE USED BY THE GENERAL HEAD LIST.  

ISP-5*MXBND 
ISUM ISUM+ISP 

C5 .----- PRINT AMOUNT OF SPACE USED BY THE GHB PACKAGE 
WRITE(IOUT, 4 ) ISP 

4 FORMAT(IX,16,' ELEMENTS IN X ARRAY ARE USED FOR HEAD', 

1 '-DEPENDENT BOUNDARIES') 
ISUMIZISUM-1 
WRITE(IOUT,5) ISUMI,LENX 

5 FORMAT(IX,16,' ELEMENTS OF X ARRAY USED OUT OF',I7) 

IF(ISUMl.GT.LENX) WRITE(IOUT,6) 
6 FORMAT(1X,' `X ARRAY MUST BE DIMENSIONED LARGER***') 

C 
C6 ------ RETURN 

RETURN 
END 
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List of Variables for Module GHBIAL 

Variable Range Definition 

IGHBCB Package Flag and a unit number.  
0 0, unit number on which the cell-by-cell flow 

terms will be recorded whenever ICBCFL is set.  
0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be printed 

or recorded.  
< 0, boundary leakage for each cell will be prln.ed 

whenever IGHSFL is set.  

IN Package Primary unit number from which input for this package 
will be read.  

,OUT Global Primary unit number for all printed output. [OUT - 6.  

ISP Module Number of words in the X array allocated by this module.  

ISUM Global Index number of the lowest element in the X array which 
has not yet been allocated. When space is allocated 
for an array, the size of the array is added to ISUM.  

ISUMI Module ISUM-1.  

LLBNDS ackage Location in the X array of the first element of array 
BNDS.  

LENX Global Length of the X array in words. This Should always be 
equal to the di-mension of X specified in the MAIN 
program.  

MXBND Package Maximum number of head boundaries active at any one 
time.  

NBOUND Package Number of head bo;ndaries active during the current 
stress period.  
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Narrative for Mo'ule GHBIRP

This module reads data to build the general-head boundary list.  

1. Read ITMP. ITMP is the number of general-head boundaries or a 

flag indicating that data from the previous stress period should be reused.  

2. Test ITMP. If ITMP is less than zero, the general-head boundary 

data read for the last stress period will be reused. Print a message to 

that effect and RETURN.  

3. If ITMP is greater than or equal to zero, it is the number of 

.- general-head boundaries for this stress period. Set the number of general.

head boundaries (NBOUND) in the current scress period equal to ITMP.  

4. Compare the number of general-head boundaries (NBOUND) In the 

current stess period to the number specified as the maximum for the simulation 

(MXBND). If NBOUND is greater than MXBND, STOP.  

5. Print the number of general-head boundaries in the current stress 

period (PBOUND).  

6. See if there are any general-head boundaries. If there are none 

in the current stress period (NBOUND = 0), bypass further boundary processing 

(SKIP STEP 7).  

7. Read and print the layer, row, column, head, and conductance for 

each general-head boundary.  

8. RETURN.
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Flow L.ha'. for Moau, P GmB1RP

I7MP is both a flag and a 
counter. If it Is greater 
than or equal to zero, it Is 
the number of general-head 
boundaries to be Simulated 
during the stress period.  
If *t Is less than zero, it 
IndIcates that the boundaries 
simulated In the last stress 
period should be simulated 
In the current stress period.  

MXBNO Is the maximum number of 
general-head boundaries to 
be simulated.
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List of Variables for Module GHBIRP 

Variable R Definition 

BNDS Package DIMENSION (5.4XBND), Layer. row. column, head and 
conductance from boundary for each general
head boundary.  

I Module Row number.  

i Module Index for general-head boundaries.  
IN Package Primary unit number from which input for this package 

will be read.  
TOUT Global Primary unit numbor fir all printed output. TOUT - 6.  
ITMP Module Flag or number of boundaries.  

0, number of bounds active during the current 
.stress period.  

< 0. same bounds active during the la-t stress period will be active during the current stress period.  

3 Module Coiumn number.  

K Module Layer number.  
MXBND Package Maximum number of head boundaries active at any one 

time.  

SNBOUND Package Number of head boundaries active during the current 
stress period.
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Narrative for Module GHBlFM 

This module adds terms representing riverhead boundaries to the accum

ulators HCOF and RHS.  

1. If NBOUND is less than or equal to zero in the current stress 

perio", there are no general-head boundaries. RETURN.  

2. For each boundary in the BNDS list, DO STEPS 3-6.  

3. Determine the column (IC), row (OR), and layer (IL).  

4. If the cell is external (IBOUND(IC, IR, IL) 10), hypass processing 

on this boundary and go on to the next one.  

5. If the cell is internal, get the boundary data (head and conductance).  

6. Add the -C*H3 term (C is the conductance and HB is the boundary head) 

to the accumulator RHS and the term -C to the accumulator HCOF.  

7. RETURN.
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Flow Cp'a-t for '"ý'A-je ýrt]lm 

RH ! an accumulator In 
wnlcn trhe right hand side 
of the equation is NE formul ated. 6MB1Eu 

HCOF is an accumulator -in 
which the coefficient of 
head in the cell is 
forfmtl ated.  

NUM9EQ 0 

SOUNCAAII 

F,01 shr B0U NDA~v N'O 
2' 

DETERmoN 

ROWv C0LUIA 

' S TmIS CLL No FLOV 
ck CONSTArý 

N4A
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SUBROUTINE GHBIFM(NBOUND,MXBND,BNOS,HCOF ,RHSIBOUND.  
1 NCOL.NROW.NLAY,IOUT) 

C 
C--...VERSION 1605 02FEB1983 GHB!FM 
C 
C ADD GHB TERMS TO RHS AND HCOF 
Ctt ***t**t*t*ttO*Wt**it**ttt**tttt**ttttt*tt tt ttt t*t 

C 
C SPECIFICATIONS: 
C 

DIMENSION BNDS(5,MXBND),HCCF(NCOL,NROW,NLAY), 
I RHS(NCOL,NROW.NLAY) , IBOUND(NCCL,NROW.NLAY) 

C 

C 
C .------ IF NBOUND(-O THEN THERE ARE NO GENERAL HEAD BOUNDS. RETURN.  

IF(NBOUND.LE.O) RETURN 
,., C -C2 ----- PROCESS EACH ENTRY IN THE GENERAL HEAD ROUND LIST (BNDS) 

DO 100 L-1,NBOUND 
C 
C3 --- -- -GET COLUMN, ROW AND LAYER OF CELL CONTAINING BOUNDARY 

IL-BNOS(1,L) 
"IRzBNDS(2,L) 
IC-BNDS (3,L) 

C 
C4 ------ IF THE CELL IS EXTERNAL THEN SKIP IT.  

IF(IBOUND(IC,IR,IL).LE.O) GO TO 100 
"C 
C5 .----- SINCE THE CELL IS INTERNAL GET THE BOUNDARY DATA.  

"HB=BNDS (4,L) 
C BNDS(5,L) S~C 

C6 ------ ADD TERMS TO RHS AND HCOF 
HCOF(IC,IR,IL)-HCOF(IC,IR ,IL)-C 

-> ~RHS (IC,I R,IL) =RHS(IC,IR,IL)-C*HB 

100 CONTINUE 
C 
C7 ------ RETURN 

RETURN 
END
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List of Variables for Module GHBIFM 

Variable RanoD efinition 

BNDS Package DIMENSION (5,MXBND), Layer, row, column, head and 
conductance from boundary for each general
head boundary.  

C Module Conductance from the external boundary.  

MB Module Head on boundary.  

HCOF Global DIMENSION (NCOL.NROWNLAY), Coefficient of head in 
the cell (J,IK) in the finite-difference equation.  

IBOUND Global DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY). Status of each cell.  
< 0, constant-head Lell 

09 inactive cell 

0 0, variable-head cell 

IC Module Index for columns.  

IL Module Index for layers.  

_OUT Global Primary unit number for all printed output. lOUT - 6.  

TR Module Index for rows.  

L Module Index for boundaries.  

MXBND Package Maximum number of head boundaries active at any one 
time.  

NBOUND Package Number of head boundaries active during the current 
stress period.  

NCOL Global Number of columns In the grid.  

!ILAY Global Number of layers in the grid.  

NROW Global Number of rows in the grid.  

RHS Global DIMENSION (NCOLNROW,NLAY), Right hand side of the 
finite-difference equation. RHS is an accumulation 

of terms from several different packages.
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Narrative for Module GHB1BD 

This module calculates rates and volumes transferred between the aquifer 

and general-mead boundaries.  

1. Initialize the cell-by-cell flow-term flag (IBO) and the rate 

accumulator (RATOUT).  

2. If there are no general-head boundaries (NBOUND a 0), skip down 

to step 13 and put zeros into the budget terms for general-head boundaries.  

3. Test to see if cell-by-cell flow terms are to be saved on disk.  

They will not be saved if either of the following conditions bo~d: (1) this 

is not the proper time step (ICBCFL - 0) or (2) cell-by-cell flow terms 

are not needed for general-head boundaries during this simulation (TGHBCB < 0).  

If cell-by-cell flow terms will be saved for this package, clear the buffer 

in which they will be accumulated (BUFF) and set the cell-by-cell flow-term 

flag (IBD).  

4. For each general-head boundary, DO STEPS 5-13 accumulating flows 

from or into the general-head boundary.  

5. Determine the row, column, and layer of the cell containing the 

general-head boundary.  

6. If the cell is external (IBOUND(I,J,K) < 0), bypass further processing 

of this boundary.  

7. Get the boundary parameters from the boundary list (BNDS).  

8. Set RATE equal to the boundary conductance times the boundary 

head minus the head in the cell (RATE = C*(HB - HHNEW)).
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9. If c'l1-by-cel1 flow terms are to be 

ICBCFL 9 0), print RATE.  

10. If budget terms for individual cells 

RATE to the buffer (BUFF).

printed (IGHBCB < 0 and 

are to be saved, add the

11. Check to see whether flow is into or out of the aquifer.  

12. If RATE is negative, add it to RATOUT.  

13. If RATE is positive, add it to RATIN.  

14. See if cell-by-cell flow terms for individual cells are to be 

saved (IBD - 1). If they are, call module UBUDSV to record the buffer 

(BUFF) onto disk.  

15. "3ve RATIN and RATOUT into the VBVL array for printing by BAS1OT.  

Add RATIN and RATOUT multiplied by the time-step length to the volume 

accuimlators in VBVL for printing by BAS1OT. Move the general-head boundary 

budget-term labels to VBNM for printing by BASlOT.  

16. Increment the budget-term counter (MSUM). See the section in the 

Basic Package for j detailed explanation of VBVL, VBNM, and MSUM.  

17. RETURN.
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"flow Chart for module GH21BD

IBO Is a flag which, If set, causes 
cell-by-cell flow terms for general
head boundary to be recorded.  

EXTERNAL: a cell is said to be external 
if it is either no flow or constant 
head (i.e.. an equation Is not 
formulated for the cell).  

RATE Is the leakage rate into the 
aquifer from the boundary In a cell.  

BUFFER Is an array in which values are 
stored as they are being gathered 
for printing or recording.  

RATOUT Is an accumulator to which all 
flows out of the aquifer are added.  

RATIN Is an accumulator to which all 
flows Into the aquifer are added.  

C is the conductance between the 

boundary and the cell.  

HB is the boundary head.  

HHNEW is the head in the cell.  

IGHBCB is a flag and a unit number.  

"If IGHBCB > 0, it is the unit number 
on wh 4 ch cell-by-cell flow terms will 
be recorded whenever ICBCFL is set.  

If IGHBCB = 0, cell-by-cell flow 
terms will not be printed or recorded.  

If IGHBCB < 0, boundary leakage for 
each cell will be printed whenever 
ICBCFL is set.  

ICBCFL is a flag.  

If ICBCFL * 0, cell-by-cell flow terms 
will be either recorded or printed 
depending on IGHBCB for the current 
time step.



SUBROUTINE GHB1BD(NBOUND,MXBNDVBNMVBVLMSUM,BNDS.DELT,HNEW, 
I NCOL.NROW.NLAYIBOUND,KSTP.KPER,IGHBCB,ICBCFL,BUFF.IOUT) 

C 
C-...VERSION 1152 2C•AY1983 •MB1BD 
C **e**t*e****a******bOeQte.QO *****O*DOOQO~t*hQ~•Q•

C 
C 
C

CALCULATE VOLUMETRIC BUDGET FOR GHB

C SPECIFICATIONS: 

DOUBLE PRECISION HNEW 
DIMENSION VBNM(4,MSUM).VBVL(4,MSUM),BNDS(SMXBND), 

1 HNEW(NCOL,NROW,NLAY).IBOUND(NCOLNROWNLAY), 
2 BUFF(NCOL,NROWNLAY) 

DIMENSION TEXT(4) 
DATA TEXT(1),TEXT(2),TEXT(3),TEXT(4) /' HEA','O DE','P BO',UNDS'/ 

C 
C 
C .------ INITIALIZE CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERM FLAG (IBO) AND 
C ------- ACCUMULATORS (RATIN AND RATOUT) 

IBD-O 
RATOUT=O.  
RATIN-0.  

C 
C2 ------ IF NO BOUNDARIES THEN KEEP ZEROES IN ACCUMULATORS.  

IF(NBOUND.EQ.3) GO TO 200 
C 
C3 ------ TEST TO SEE IF CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERMS ARE NEEDED.  

IF(ICBCFL.EQ.O .OR. IGHBCR.LE.O) GO TO 10 
C 
C3A--...SINCE CELL-BY-CELL FLOW TERMS ARE NEEDED CLEAR BUFFER & SET 
C3A--...THE FLAG 180.  

IBD-1 
DO 5 IL-1,NLAY 
DO 5 IR=1,NROW 
D0 5 IC-1,NCOL 
BUFF(IC,IR ,IL)-O.  

5 CONTINUE 
C 

C4 ------ FOR EACH GENERAL HEAD BOUND ACCUMULATE FLOW INTO AQUIFER 
10 DO 100 L-1,NBOUND 

C 
C5- ----- GET LAYER, ROW AND COLUMN OF EACH GENERAL HEAD BOUNDARY.  

IL=BNDS(1,L) 
IR=BNDS(2,L) 
IC-BNOS(3,L) 

C 
C6 ------ IF CELL IS EXTERNAL THEN IGNORE IT.  

IF(IBOUND(IC,IR,IL).LE.O) GO TO 100 
C 
C7 ------ GET PARAMETERS FROM BOUNDARY LIST.  

HHNEW-HNEW(ICiR,IL) 
HB-BNDS(4,L) 
C=BNDS(5,L) 
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C 
C8-- ---CALCULATE THE FOW RATE INTO THE CELL 

RATE*C'(HB-HHNEW) 
C 
C9 ---- PRINT THE INDIVIDUAL RATES IF REQUESTED(IGHBCB<O).  

IF(IGHBCB.LT.O.AND.ICBCFL.NE.O) WRITE.(IOUT,900) (TEXT(N),N-1,4'1, 
1 K~PER,KSTP.LILIR.IC,RATE 

900 FORt4AT(lHO,4A4,' PERJOD,.13,- STEP',13,' BOUNDARY',14, 
1 6 LAYER-.13,- ROluI,14., COL'.14,' RATE',G15.7) 

C 
C10O-- IF CELL-BY-CELL TERMS ARE TO BE SAVED THEN PUT RATE IN BUFFER 

IF(IBD.EQ.1) BUFF(IC.IR,IL)-BUFF(ICIRIL)+RATE 
C 
Clli--SEE IF FLOW 'AS INTO AQUIFER OR OUT OF AQUIFER.  

I F(RATE )94,100,96 
C 
C12 ---- FLOW IS OUT OF AQUIFER SUBTRACT RATE FROM RATOUT 

94 RATOUT-RATOUT-RATE 
GO TO 100 

C13---;--FLOW IS INTO AQIFER ADD) RATE TO RATIN 
96 RATINuRATIN-IRATE 

100 CONTINUE 
c 
C14----IF CELL-BY-CELL TERMS ARE TO BE SAVED THEN CALL 
C14~-----UTILITY MODULE UBUOSY 

IF(I8D.EQ.l) CALL UBUDSV(KSTPKPER.TEXTIGHBCBBUFF,NCOL,NR0W.  
1 NLAY,IOUT) 

C15 ----- MOVE RATES, VOLUMES AND LABELS INTO ARRAYS FOR PRINTING 

200 VBVL(3,MSUM)-RATIN 
N VBVL(1,MSUM)-VBVL(1,MSUM).RATIN-OELT 

VBVL (4 ,MSUN ) RATOUT 
VBVL(2,MSUM) uVBVL(2,MSUM)4RATOUT*DELT 
VBNM(1,MSUM)r.TEXT(l) 
VBNM(2,MSUM)4TEXT(2) 
VBNM(3,MSUM)-TEXT(3) 
VBNM(4,MSUM)'TEXT(4) 

C 
C16----INCREMENT THE BUDGET TERM COUNTER 

MSL:M'4SUM+l 
C 
C17----RE-TURN 

RETURN 
END
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Lis* of Variables for Mcodule GHB1B)

Variable !Aui Definition

Package DWMENSION (5,4XRND), Layer. row, column, head and 
conductance from the boundary for each general-

Global 

Module 
Global 
Module 
Module 
Gle-'al

head boundary.  
DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY), Buffer used to accumulate 

information before printing or recording it.  
Conductance from the external boundary.  
Length of the current time step.  
Head on boundary.  
HNEW (JI,K), Single precision.  
DIMENSION (NCOL,NROW,NLAY), Most recent estimate of 

head in each cell. HNEW changes at each iteration.

IBD Package Flag.  
= 0, cell-by-cell f;ow terms for this package will 

not be recorded 
0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms for this package will 

be recorded.  
IBOUND Global DIMENSION (NCOL,NRQvANLAY), Status of each cell.  

< 0, constant-head cell 
0 0, inactive cell 

> 0, variable-head cell 

IC Module Index for columns.  
IGHBCB 0 4ckage Flag and a unit nimber.  

> 0, unit number on which cell-by-cell flow terms 
will be recorded whenever ICBCFL is set.  

= 0, cell-by-cell flow terns will not be printed 
or recorded.  

< 0. boundary leakage for each cell will be printed 
whenever ICBCFL is set.

ICBCFL Global

Module 
Global 
Module 
Global 
Global 

Module 
Global 
Package 
Package 

Global 
Global 
Global

Flag.  
= 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will not be recorded 

or printed for the current time step.  
0 0, cell-by-cell flow terms will be either printed 

or recorded (depending on IGHBCB) for the current 
time step.  

Index for layers.  
Primary unit number for al' printed output. lOUT - 6.  
Index for rows.  
Stress period counter.  
Time step counter. Reset at the start of each stress 

period.  
Index for general-head boundaries.  
Counter for budget entries and labels in VBVL and VBNM.  
Maximum number of head boundaries active at any one time.  
Number of head boundaries active during the current 

stress period.  
Number of columns in the grid.  
Number of layers in the grid.  
Number of rows in the grid.
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BUFF 

C 
DELT 
HB 
H4NEW 
HIEW

!L 
I OUT 
I R 
KPER 
KSTP 

L 
MSUM 
MXBND 
NBOUND 

NCOL 
NLAY 
NROW



U

Variable !age

RATE 

RATIN

Module 

Module

RATOUT Module

TEXT 
VBNM 

VBVL

Module 
Global 

Gl obalI

Definition 

Flow from a bound into a cell. (Reverse the sign to get 
flow into the bound.) 

Accumulator for the total flow into the flow field out 
of the bounds.  

Accumulator for the total flow Out of the flow field 
into the bounds.  

Label to be printed or recorded with the array dzta.  
DIMENSION (4.20), Labels for entries in the volumetric 

budget.  
DIMENSION (4,20), Entries for the volumetric budget.  

For flow component N, the values in VBVL are: 
(1,N), Rate for the current time step into the flow 

field.  
(2,N), Rate for the current time step out of the 

flow fiele.  

(3,N), Volume into the flow field during simulation.  
(4,N), Volume out of the flow field during simulation.
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CHAPTER 12 

STRONGLY IMPLICIT PROCEDURE PACKAGE 

Conceptualization and Implementation 

The Strongly Implicit Procedure (SIP) is a method for iteratively solving 

a large system of simultaneous linear equations.  

For cell i,j,k, the finite-difference equation was shown to be of the form 

CVi ,j,k-1/2hi ,j,k-1 * CCi.-1/2,j,khi-. ,J,k + CRi ,j-l ,2,khi ,j-l ,k 

+ (-CVi,j,k-ii2 - CCi.II2.j,k -CRiJ-12I,k 

- CRi,j+I/2,k - CCi+112,j,k - CVi,j,k+ll2 + HCOFij,k)hi,j,k 

+ CRi,j+l/2,kh.,j+l,k + CCi+l/2,j,khi+l,j,k 

4 CVi,j,k+I/2hi,j,k+l = RHSi,j.k. (79) 

One equatio.; of this form is written for each cell in tne finite-difference 

grid. It expresses the relationship among the heads at node l,j,k and at 

each of the six adjacent nodes at the end of a time step. Because the 

head at any node appears in the equation for that node and in the equation 

for the adjoining cells, the equations must be solved simultaneously. The 

solution of all of the equations consists of. the head for each node. The 

notation used in equation 79 is used to illustrate the role of conductances 

between nodes. It is convenient to rewrite the equation in a notation 

that permits easier identification of coefficients to a given equation.  

In the new notation, based on that of Weinstein, Stone, and Kwan (1969).  

the developers of SIP, equation 79 can be written 

Zi,j,khij,k.l + Bi ,j,khi-.l ,j,k + Dij,khi,j.l,k + Ei,j,khl,j,k 

+ Fi,j.khli,j+lk + Hi,j,khi+l,jk + Sij,khi,j,k+l " Qi,j,k. (80)
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Notition can be simplified by writing the System of equations ii niatrix form 

AW q. (81) 

The two bars over the A indicate that it is a square matrix. The single 

bars over the W and the I indicate that they are vectors. Figure 46 shows 

the elements of the coefficient matrix and the two vectors. Notice that 

there are very few nonzero elements (the matrix is sparse) and that they are 

on just seven diagonals (fig. 47).  

The coefficients in equation 80 all have the index i,j,k to show that 

they belong to the equations for node i,j,k. 7urthermore, the Z coefficient 

for the equation at node i,j.k (Zi,jk), is equal 'to CLt,j,k-1/2 which is 

"- the same as the S coefficient for the equation at node ij,k-I (Sij,kl), 

or more succinctly, 

Zi,j,k * Si,j,k-l" 
(82) 

Similarly, 

B1,j,k *HIl-Ilj,k 
(83) 

and 

Di,j,k - F1 ,j-.',k" (84) 

Thus the coefficient matrix, A, is symmetric (fig. 48).  

Direct methods for solution of systems of simultaneous equations factor 

the coefficient equation, A, into two matrices, L and ;, such that in C, all 

of the nonzero elements are on or below the main diagonal; and in ;, all of 

the nonzero elements are above the main diagonal (fig. 49). After factoring 

A, equation 81 can be solved using a method called "backward and forward 
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E: F, 0 0 Hl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 St 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

D0 .E, F2  0 0 H2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 03 E3  F3  0 0 I"3  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S3  0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 D4 E, 0 0 0 H4  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S4  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 E. Fs 0 0 Hs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 86 0 0 D, E6  F6  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"0 0 8a 0 0 of El F? 0 0 1i1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 St 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 B* 0 0 Da Es 0 0 0 11,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Sa Ci 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 N) 0 0 0 E, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S9  0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 B110 0 0 0,0 Elp Flo a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 So 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Bit 0 0 Oil E,I Fi, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 st 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B, 2 0 0 D12 E12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S.? 
., 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E13 F13 0 0 H, 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

"" 0 Z,4 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D14 E14 F1 4 0 0 H14 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ZIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dos Els Fib 0 0 ts 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 Z06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0110 E,6 0 0 0 H0b 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 Z ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bl 0 0 0 ElyF, F0 0 0 H 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 Zia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ble 0 0 DieI E,8 Fla 0 0 His• 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Z, 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,9 0 0 019 E,9 F, 9 0 0 K89 0 

,o. 0 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 82 0 0 D E 0 0 0 IL 
0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z?I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oki 0 0 0 E21 F21 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 722 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 B22 0 0 0722 E., F2;, 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B23 0 0 D;3 E. 3 F23 

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z2. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B24 0 0 D24 E24 

Figure 46.--Correspondeice between the finite-difference 
equations and the matrix equation for a grid of 

three rows, four columns, and two layers.



NCOL w NROW 

NCOL 

- 1

NCOL

NCOL*NROW

Figure 47.-Structure of coefficient matrix showing nonzero 
diagonals.
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F1 .1 0 H 1.. 0 or S1.1.1
0 0 0 0 0

E1.1.1 
F,, 

0 

S1.1.1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0

El.2.1 

F,.2.1 

0 

H. 2 .  

0 

0 

$1.2.1 

0 

0 

0

F,.2.1 

E.3.1 

0 

0 

HI.3.1 

0 

0 

S1.3.1 

0 

0

0 

0 

E2 .1.1 

F2 1 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

S2.t.1 

0

HI.2.1 

0 

F2 .1.1 

E2.2.1 

F2 .2.1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

S2.2.1

0 
HI'3.1 

0 
F2.2.1 

E2 .3.1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0

0 0 0 0 0 S2.3.1

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

E1.1.2 

F1.1.2 

0 

H 1.1.2 

0

S1. 2 .1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

F1.1.2 

E1.2.2 

F 1.2.2 

0 

H,.2.2

0 

SIAS.  

0 

0 

0 

0 

F102 2 
EI.3.2 

0

0 0 Ht.3.2

o 0 0 

0 0 0 
S2.11 0 0 

0 S2 .2.1  0 

0 0 02.3.1 

"- 1.1.2 0 0 

o H1.2.2  0 

0 0 HI. 7, 

E2 1.2 F2.1.2  0 

F2.1.2  E2.2. 2  F2.2.2 

0 F2.2 , E2 3 2

Figure 48.-Symmetric coefficient matrix for a grid containing 

two rows, three columns, and two layers.
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ol F' 0 0 

01 ~0 

-'i L_
2 

1 

0

I h q 

[1 h LI] 1 h2 2

1h, -3

Figure 49.--Decomposition of a coefficient matrix into lower and 
upper triangular matrices.  
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substitution." Unfortunately, even though A is sparse, L and U are not 

sparse: a lot of computer memory and time is needed to calculate all of 

the nonzero elements in L and ;. Furthermore, roundoff errors may become 

unacceptably large.  

SIP tries to take advantage of the fact that the coefficient matrix is 

sparse. An attempt is made to find a matrix B such that XAW is "close- to 

A, and + can be factored easily into sparse matrices L and U. Once a 

matrix B is constructed and Bg is added to both sides of equation 81, the 

equation obtained is 

- q - B+ . (85) 

A vector W which is a solution to equation 85 is also a solution to equation 81.  

If we knew the value of the right side of equation 85, we could easily solve 

the equation by fa:toring A-+ into U and 1 and using backward and forward 
311 

substitution. Of course, we do not know the value Bh. However, we could 

approximate it using our best estimate of F. That would give rise to the 

iterative equation 

(A.e.)FM + AM-1. (86) 

The ve:tor Fr is the m-th estimate of the vector F. On the first iteration 

(m = 1), the vector ht-I would be the heads at the start of the time step.  

On subsequent iterations, -h -1 would be the head vector calculated at the 

previous iteration. The solution of equation 81 has been transformed to the 

problem of finding a matrix B such that AM is close to A and easily 

factored into lower and upper matrices L and ;, where L and U are sparse.
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It is convenient to specify that : and U will not only be sparse but 
that each will have only four nonzero diagonals (fig. 50). Multiplication 

of I and U gives the form of X'. There are six nonzero diagonals 
in A+B that were not in A (fig. 51). The relationship between elements 

in I and U 3nd elements in X" are given by the following equations 

Z' -J'k a ai*,jk (87-a) 
A4'ijk * ai j'ketiJk-l (87-b) 

T'i~jk a aij,kfiJ,k.1l (87-c) 
•"B'i,j,k a bi~j,k (87-d) 

C'i.j,k a ej -I ,J,kbtJ.k 
(87-e) 

a'i,j,k = cij,k (87-f) 

E'I,j,k - ai,j,kgij,k_1 + bi,j,kfVil,jjk 

+ ei.j'l,kci,J~k+dlj,k (87-g) 

F'i,j~k = di,j,kei,j,k (87-h) 
G. ,j,k " f i J-1 kci j,k (87-J) 

H'i,j,k a fi,j,kdi.j,k (87-j) 

U'i,j,k a bij,kgi-.lj,k (87-k) 

R'i,ijk " g -,j-lkcij,k (87-1) 

S'i,j,k gi,j.kdi,j,k (87-mn) 

if the subscript of an element in equations 87(a-m) places the element 
outside of the grid boundary, the element is assumed to be equal to zero.  
The 13 equations contain 20 unknown values, the elements of 1, ;, and AW.  
Thus there are many matrices B which can be added to A so that the sum can 
by factored into upper and lower triangular matrices of the form of I and U.
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IA 

d 
C 

b 

* B 

Figure 50.-Desired structure, showing nonzero diagonals, of 
(a) the lower triangular factor L of XM 

and (b) the upper triangular factor 0 of X'9
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NCOL" NROW 

NCO L NCOL 

1 1

* Marks Diagonals 
Whicm Are Not in 
Matrix A

11 1 

NCOL NCOL 

NCOL * NROW

Figure 51.-Structure of matrix A showing nonzero diagonals.
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The requirement that i is "close" to A has not ,een used. The termn 

"close" can be defined by the relation 

AK (r-)W. (88) 

In terms of a single equation in the system of equations, 1+F is close to 

A means that 

Z'ij,khi,jk-. + A'i,j,khlj+1,k.I + T'i~jjkhi+l,J,k.1 

+ B'i,jkhi_.,j,k * C'ij,khil,j4l,k + O'i,j,khij..l ,k 

+ E'i,j~khij,k + F'i,j,khi,j4,1 ,k + G'ijkli+÷1,j-1.k 

+ H'i ,jkhi+l ,jk + U'i.jkhil,Jk+l R' i,j,khij l,k+1 

÷ iS' i,j,khi ,j,k+1 Zi j,,khi ,j,k-l + Bi ,J ,khi~l ,j,k 

+ Dij,khij.1,k + Eij,khi,j,k + Fi,j,khi,j+l,k + Hi,jkhi+l.j,k 

+ Sijkhijk+l - (89) 

Equation 89 can be rearranged so that thp extra terms are on the right 

side and the changes in the existing terms are on the left side.  

(Zi,j,k-Z'i,j,k)hi,j,k.l + (Bi,j,k-B'i,j,k)ni-l,j,k 

÷ (Di,;,k-D'i,j,k)hi j-1,k + (Ei,j,k-E'i,j,k)nijk 

+ (Fi,j,k-.''i,j,k)hi,j+l,k + (Hi,j,k-H'ij,k)h1,j,k 

4 (Sijk-S'ij,k)hi,j,k+l " A'i,j,khi,j+l,k-I 

"+ T'ij,khi,1,-,k-1 + C'i,j,khil,jl,k + G'i,j,khi+1,j.l,k 

"* U'i,j,khi-l,j.k+l + R'¶,j,khi,j.l,k+l (90) 

To partially cancel thp effect of terms which contain head in cells 

not adjacent to cell i,j,k, the terms on the right side of equation 90 

are multiplied by three "iteration parameters," a, 3, and y between 

zero and one.
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(2i*.jk- i *j~k h*j~k.J-l (Bi ,j~k-B'i.,;. ~ni..Ijk 

k ~D.j.k-D'i,j~k)ni~j-1,k * EijkEijkijk 

* (i~j~k-Fi~j~k)nI,J+l,k *(Hi~j~k-H'i J~k)hi+lojk 

"* (Si~j.k-S*J.J~k)hi,j,k*1 - OA'i~j,khi.1,+1k-l 

"* 8"1 J khi +I j.k A + YC' i jkhi _I J+1 k 4 fG1, J khi+I j _I k 

"+ BU'i~j~khil.ljk+l +aR'i~j,khi~j-l,k+l (91) 

The right side of equation 91 consists of terms which involve head in cells 

that are not adjacent to cell i,j~k. One such term is 0A~i~Jkhi~jl,lk..l 

Node i,jel.1k-l is at a corner of a rectangle; the other three corners of which 

i,j~k-l, i~j41,k. and i~j,k are represented on the left side of equation 91., 

The head of one corner can be approximated ty the, Sum Of the heads at the 

adjacent corner minus the head at the opposite corner .(fig. 52). Therefore, 
hi~j+1,k.l * hij~~ * hi,j,k..i - hi.j.k, (92a) 

Similarly, 

h141 ,j~k-l =hj ,j,k-l + hg+1,,J,k - hj ,j,k (92b) 

h1 .1 ,j+l ,k - hi1 ,j,k + hiJ jIlk - h1 ,j,k (92c)i 

Nhi+l,j..l,k =hilj,k + hi,J..l,k - hi,j,k (92d) 
Nhil.j.1Jk+l m hij~~ + hijlj,k, - hi~j,!: (92e) 

hi,j..1,k+l -hi,i,k+l + hl,J..l,k - hi,j,k. (92f) 

Substituting equations 92(a-f) into equation 91 and reorganizing gives 

(Zijk- Zi.j,k + c'Ai,j,k + sT'i,j,k)hi,j,k..l 

"+ (B'l,j,k - Bi~j,k + YC'i.j,k + BU'i,j~k)hi-l,J~k 

"+ (D'ijk - I0 i,j~k + yG'i,j,k + 4 '~~kh~-~ 

"+ (E'i~j,k - Eij~k - Q~i,j,k - BT'i,j,k - YC~i,j,k 

- yG'i~j,k - 3U1i,j,k - cRijkh~~ 

"+ (F'i,j,k - F¶,j,k + OAi,j,k + 'TC'i,j,k)hi,j+l,k 

"* (H'i.j,k - Hi.j,k + oT'i~j,k + 'rG'i,j~k)hi+l,J,k 

"+ (S'i,j~k - SiJk *.BU'ij~k + R 'i J k)hiJ jk+l - 0. (93) 
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Suppose the Function , Is Known at 2. 3 and 4

2

4

By Simple Interpolation the Function 
at the Center Can Be Approximated by 

1(c =- 121 • r 13) 
2 

and 

f:(c)- f(1)- f(4) 

2 

Suppose 

f (C) -f2 (C) 

rhen 

/f ()- f(3) -f (1)" (4) 

2 2 

Therefo;e

f (1) - f (2) -f(3) -f (4) 

Figure 52.-Estimation of a function at one corner of a rectangle 
in terms of the function at the other three corners.
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The relation in equation 93 holds only if each cuefficient is approximately 

equal to zero. Setting them equal to zero yields the equations 

Z'IJ.k - ZI.Jk + c.'ljk + sT',jJk a 0 (94a) 

B'i.jk - Bi.j.k + YC'ij,k + 3U'i,.j,k - 0 (94b) 

D'I,j.k - Dijk + YG'i.jk + OR'ijk 0 (94c) 

E'i.j,k - Ei,.jk - oA'imj,k - BT'ijk 

- YC'ijk - Y"' ,jk 

- BU'1,j,k - ORi.j,k a 0 (94d) 

"i.ijk - Fijk + *A'l.j,k + YC'1,j,k a 0 (94e) 

"H'i J. k- Hijk + ST'i.j~k + YG'i~j~k - 0 (94f) 

S'ijk- Si,j~k + SUij~k + OR'i 4jk a 0 (94g) 

Equations 94(a-g) and 87(a-m) form a system of 20 equations in 20 unknowns 

which when solved, will yield the entries of +, L, and ;. For example, 

substituting equations 87-a, b, and c into equation 94(a) and rearranging 

yields 

ajk Zi,j,kl/( + Oei,j,k-1 + OfiJk-l). (95a) 

Similarly, 

bjBk = Bi,j,k/(l + Yei-l,j,k + Bgi-l,j,k) (95b) 

ci,j,k - Dl,j,k/(l + Yfi,j-l,k + ogij-l,k) (95c) 
A'i,j,k = al~j,kei,j,k-I (95d) ) 

C'i,j,k - el-l,j,kbi,j,k (95e) 

G'i,j,k a f,j-l ,kci,j,k (95f) 

R'i,j,k = gi,j-l,kCi,j,k (95g) 

T'i,j,k a ai,j,kfi,j,k-1 (95h) 
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u'i A. .a bi j~kgi-1 ,j,k (95i) 

di,j,k a Elj~k+cA'i jk+sT'lj~k 

YC'i ,j,k+yG'1 .jk +SU'ijk 

+c'R' i ,jk-a I J .kgi ,j,k-1-bi ,j,kfi-1 ,j~k 

"ei ,J-1 kci ,j ,k (95J) 

ei.jk * (Fi,jk-cA'i.jI,k-YC',j ,k)/diJk (95k) 

f7 .j,k a (Hl,j,k-sT'i,j,k-yG iJ,k)fdijk (951) 

gl,j,k - (Si,j,k-aR'i~j,k-sU'ijk)/di~jjk (95m) 

Recall that the goal was to find a matrix B such that = is close to A, 

and A+. can be- factored into sparse lower and u,)per matrices I and U.  

The matrix B could then be used to solve the iterative equation 

("•")Pn -" + BAM-1 . (96) 

To reduce ro.nding errors, equation 96 can be reformulated. Subtracting the 

term (A+T)hm-1 from both sides yields 

(M) (P-.--1) ;. •M-l . (97) 

Replacing the matrix MB with the product LUyields 

U(Pb.•b1-l ) ' - ;A -i1 . (98) 

The vector qM can be defined by the equation 

WS ._ - AP"m1 . (99) 

Then equation 96 can be written 

M (hTmhm-1 ) = . (100)
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The problem of solving the equation 

q (101) 

for the head distribution F has been converted to iterattvely solving 

equation 100. Matrices C and ; can be derived from equations 95(a-m).  

Vector R-'-Sm can be calculated from the vectors q, _'*-1 (head calculated 

at the previous iteration) and the coefficient matrix A. Equation 100 

can be solved using first "forward" and then "back" substitution.  

The first step is to perform forward substitution on the matrix equation 

1-v (102).  

solving for 7, where U iJ(fP-PTm-l). Then perform back substitution oft 

the equation 

U(J =-ihf-1) X 7 (103) 

solving for (Fl.-ihm-1). In earlier discussions, the coefficients of the 

equations and hence the elements of the matrices are identified by the 

indices of the cells. At this point, it is convenient to renumber the 

equations sequentially starting with one (fig. 53).  

Because all elements in [ to the right of the main diagonal (fig. 50(a)) 

are equal to zero, the first linear equation represented by matrix equation 

102 is 

m dlvj - RES1. (104)
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Figure 53.-Cell numbering schemes for a grid using three 
indices and using one index.
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The only *nknown is vj. Dividing both sides of equation 104 by dl gives the 

value of v1. The second linear equation represented by matrix equation 102 is 

M 

C2 vl + d2 v2 - RES 2  (105) 

The value of v1 was calculated using the first equation; the only unknown is 

v2 -- it too can be found by single algebra. Similarly. all of the other 

elements of the vector v can be calculated using the general equation 

Vn -('n - anvn - NRC - bnvn - NCOL - Cnvn-l)idn. (106) 

The reason equation 93 can be solved so easily is because the matrix 

L has. nothing but zercs to the right of the main diagonal--It is lower 

triangular. Thus starting at the top, each linear equation contains only 

one value in 7 that was not calculated in an earlier equation. The technique 

used here to solve equation 102 for v is called forward substitution.  

/2 

Back substitution is similar to forward substitution. Since ; is upper 

triangular, however, the order of solution is reversed. The result of back 

substitution applied to equation 103 is the vector (f'I-.-l). That vector 

can be added to the vector Wm-1 to get the vector P. The vector T9 is 

the m-th estimate of the head distribution N which is, in turn, a solution 

to the equation 

Ah = q. (107) 

In summary, SIP is an iterative procedure which calculates a sequence 

of head distributions hl, h-2..., Fm which converge to h, the solution of 

Ah - q. Each head distribution consists of a value of head for each active 

cell. A head distribution ) is obtained by calculating a lower triangular
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matrix I and an upper triangular matrix U such that MU is "close" to A.  

Then the equation 

t-U(hm-hm-1) " q - Ahm-l (108) 

is solved for the head difference, -P.P'l- using first forward and then back 

substitution. The head difference is added to 'm-1 to get 'Sm.  

Two further modifications of the procedure must be described. There 

are times when the method consistently overestimates the vector hUf-.  

That overestimation may prevent convergence tc h. An acceleration parameter 

(ACCL) between zero and one has beeri Introduced which multiplies the right 

side of equation 1OR. It provides the user with a means of dampening the 

overestimation.  

Experience has shown that if the finite-difference equations a.-e solved 

in two different orders on alternate iterations, the number of iterations 

needed to converge to a solution is lower than it would be if Just one order 

were used. The order used in the discussion, so far, for solving the equations, 

has been to start at the first column, the first row, and the first layer and 

to proceed in ascending column order, ascending row order, and ascending 

laycr order. An alternative is to start at the first column, the lart row, 

and the last layer and to proceed in ascending column order, descending row 

order, and descending layer order. Using the same ordering of diagonal names 

used in figure 51, equations similar to equations 97(a-m) can be developed.  

They are
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ai .j .k " Zi .j~k/(0l•i .J~k*1 + 5fl .J.k+1 ) (09a ) 
bi,j,k * Bi,j.k/(l+*Ieiel,j,k*Sgi+l,j,k) (109) 

Ci ,j , k a Oi .j k/(l +Yf i .J- , k +ol ,J-I ,k )(109c) 

A'i~j.k = aij,kel,j,k+I 

C'i,j,k a ei+1,j,kbi,j,k (109d) 

k f J-1 kci Jk 
(109e) 

R'i-j,k gf,j-l,kcl,jk (109f) 

T',jk a al j kfiJk+l (109g) 

',jk a bi,jk+l,Jk 
(109) di Ei+sT'i(109g0 

Tt,j,k -ti.jkf+ai,j,k+ S'i.jk( 

7''t - bl,j,k4g-i,j,kgijk 

"-ei"J-1lkci j k (logi) 

el,j,k (IE.jk-OA'i.j,k-YC'ij,k)/diik 109k 

el,j,k (Hi,j,k-BA'ij,k-YG'ij.k)/dlj,k (1091) 

gi,j,k - (Si,j,k-c'R'i,j,k-eU'i,j,k)./dJ, (l0g) 

Implementation of the concepts presented in the previous section entails 

setting up and solving either equations 95(a-m) or 109(a-m) to get the elements 

of matrices L and ;, solving for the vertors V and (R - .fm-l), and finally 

calculating the vector FTm.  

The first step is to select the three sequences of iteration parameters 

3, 3, and y. Selection of those parameters is based primarily on experience.  

Selection of the iteration parameters does not alter the value of the 

solution, only the efficietncy of the solution method. It has been observed 

that all three sequences can be set equal to each other. Thus we will use 

a single sequence designated w.
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Although iteration parameters are an important part of the SIP solution 

process, how to select the parameters is not well understood. The number 

of Parameters, their values, and the order of cycling th.rough them must be 

chosen. Weinstein, Stone, and Kwan (1969) use the same set of parameters 

for all three planes and use from 4 to 10 parameters. Numerous methods of 

cycling the parameters have been used. Trescott, Pinder, and Larson .1976) 

tested different parameter ordering In two-dimensional problems and found 

that repeated cycling through the parameters in the order of smallest to 

largest worked well for a variety of prohlemfr. That method of cycling is 

used in this program.  

The selection of the iteration parameters themselves is the most 

critical for the efficient operation of SIP. It has been customary tT base 

the selection of parameters on one minus the maximum parameter, called the 

"seed" in this report. The equation for the iteration parameters is 

. (i) - 1'FEED L-I/L-I 1 - 1,2,...NPARM (110) 

where 

L is an index going from 1 to the number of iteration parameters; 

W It) is the Lth iteration parameter; 

NPARM is the number of iteration parameters; and 

L is the number of iteration parameters.  

Using this equation leaves only the seed to be specified. This choice is not 

straightforward and, accordingly, the user is given the choice of specifying 

the seed or permitting the model to calculate it.  
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The equation used to calculate the seed in trie model is based on the 

equation developed to define the minimum Iteration parameter for the Alternating 

Direction Implicit Procedure (ADIP) solution process. That the ADIP equation 

has any value for use with SIP is simply an empirical result (Weipstein, Stone, 

and Kwan, 1969). The equation Is 

SEED * minimum T2 T2 2 

of [2NCOL 7 (1+oI). 2NROWdT (I+2). 2NLAYF1I+P3) , (111) 

where pl - KC DELR + KV DEL" 
KR DELCz KR DELVT (112) 

02 . KR DELC2  + KV DELC 2 

KC DELRz KC DELV2 (113) 

p3 . KR DELV2 + KC DELV 2 

KV DELR2  KV DELC2  (114) 

where 

NCOL is the number of columns in the model grid; 

NROW is the number of rows in the model grid; 

NLAY is the number of layers in the model grid; 

KC is the hydraulic conductivity in the column direction; 

KR is the hydraulic conductivity in the row direction; 

KY is the hydraulic conductivity in the vertical direction; 

DELC is the cell width in the column direction; 

DELR is the cell width in the row direction; and 

DELV is the cell width in the vertical direction.  

The ADI? equation was developed assuming a uniform grid and homogeneous medium; 

that is, KC, KR, KV. DELR, DELC, and DELV were assumed constant. For non

uniform grids or nonhomogeneous mediums, Weinstein, Stone, and Kwan (1969) 

calculate equation 33 at every cell and take the overall minimum. In this



program, an average of the values calculated by applying equation III to every 

cell is used. Using the average prevents a single cell with unusual properties 

from dominating the calculation.  

The pl, p2 . and p3 terms are modified to use conductance producing 

pl"CC + CV 
CR (1i5) 

p2 . CR + CV (116) CC 
o•3 . CR + CC (117) 

ZV 

where 

CC is the cell conductance in the column direction; 

CR is the cell conductance In the row direction; and 

CV is the cell conductance in the vertical direction.  

Equations 115-117 require conductances at a cell; however, these values 

are not known to the model program. Only conductances between nodes are 

- defined. Therefore, equations 115-117 are rewritten in terms of conductances 

betweer nodes. Wherever a value of cell conductance is required in equations 

115-117, one of the two values of conductance between the two neighboring nodes 

in the required airection is selected so that the resulting seed is minimized.  

Tite resulting equations defining p1, p2, and p3 are 

= MAX(B H) + MAX(ZSI (118) 
MIN(D,F) 

o2 . MAX(DF) + MAX(Z.S) (119) 
MIN(B,H) 

o3 . MAX(DFj + MAX(B,H) (120) 
'MIr3(Z,S) 
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where 

MAX is a mathematical function specifying the maximum of the values 

in parentheses; 

MIN is a similar function specifying the minimum of values; and 

B, H, Z, S, D, and F are the conductances as used in equation 80.  

Experience has shown that setting the acceleration parameter (ACCL) 

to one and using the calculated value of the seed often results in inefficient 

convergence. Optimum convergence occurs when the convergence criterion is 

met with the least number of iterations. C-nve,'gence deviates from the 

optimum if the absolute value of head change each iteration is consistently 

either too small or too large. When head change is consistently too large, 

head overshoots the correct value and oscillations of head occurs. The 

sign of the head change repeatedly reverses in order to compensate for the 

overshoot. Severe overshoot causes divergence while moderate overshoot 

simply slows down convergence. When head change Is consistently too small, 

the opposite problem occurs; head approaches the correct value slowly.  

in severe situations, the head-change criterion for convergence may be 

met, but the head will be far from the correct value. In such situations, 

a significant volumetric budget imbalance will occur.  

Weinstein, Stone. and Kwan (1969) suggest that a trial and er.,or method 

be used to improve the choice of the seed. Thus provisions have been 

made to permit the user to specify the seed. By observing the rate of 

convergence for several different seeds, an optimal seed can be selected.  

The similarity between equations 95(a-m) and 109(a-m) was used to produce 

a system of equations with single indices taking on different values to 
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reflect the ordering of the equations. Since element vY of the v vector 

can be calculated as soon as the n-th row of the C matrix and ; matrix 

has been calculated, we can irtclude the equation for Vn as the last 

equation in the list. The index nil refers to the cell in the last layer 

to be calculated which Is in the same row and column as cell n. The indices 

nrl and ncl are defined analogously. The equations are 

an - Zn/( + w(enll + fn11) (121a).  

bn - En/( + w(enrl + gnrl) (121b) 

Cn = On/(1 + w(fncl + gncl) (371c) 

A'n = anenl1 (121d) 

C'n , bnenrl (121e) 

G'n = cnfncl (121f) 

R' Cngncl (121g) 

T'n = anfnll (121h) 

U =n , bngnrI (1211) 

dn - En + w(A'n * T'n + C'n + G'n + U'n + R'n) 

- angnlI - bnfnrl - cnencl (121j) 

en - (Fn - ,(A'n + C'n))/dn (121k) 

fn - (Hn - w(T'r. + G'n))/dn (1211) 

In - (-n - w(R'n + U'n))/dn (121m) 

vn - (RESn - anVnll - bnvnrl - Cnvncl)/dn (121n) 

Since the backward substitution requires all values of en, fn, gn, and 

vn, space will have to be allocated in the SIP Package for four arrays to 

store those values. Each array has as many elements as there are cells in 

the grid.
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The coefficient xatrix A is sparse with only seven nonzero diagonals.  

Rather than passing an entire matrix to the SIP Package. only the nonzern 

diagonals are passed. Recause of symmetry of the matrix, only the main 

diagonal and the three lower diagonals are needed. The three lower diagonals 

correspond to the conductance arrays CC, CR, and CV. The main diagonal is 

formed from the three conductance arrays and the array HCOF described in 

chapter 2. The right hand side of the matrix equation, q, corresponds to 

the array RHS described in chapter 2. The latest estimate of the head 

distribution, hm-1, corresponds to the array HNEW As new estimates of 

head are calculated by SIP, they are stored in HNEW replacing the previous 

estimates. Thus Input to SIP consists of the following arrays: CC, CR, CV, 

RHS, HCOF, and HNEW. Output from SIP consists of a new HNEW. As explained 

in chapter 3, the Formulate Procedure is inside the iteration loop; therefore, 

the input arrays may be modified at each it÷!-ation.
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Strongly Implicit Procedure Package Input 

Input to the Strongly Implicit Procedure (SIP) Package is read from 

the unit specified in IUNIT(9).  

FOR EACH SIMULATION 

SIPIAL 

1. Data: MXITER NPARM 
Format: 110 110 

S|PIRP 

2. Data: ACCL HCLOSE IPCALC WSEED IPRSIP 
Format: F10.0 FPO.0 110 F10.0 110 

Explanation of Fields Used in 
Input Instructions 

MYITER--is the maximum number of times through the iteration loop in one 
time step in an attempt to solve the system of finite-difference 
equations. Fifty iterations are generally sufficient.  

.... NPARM--is t•e number of iteration parameters to be used. Five parameters 
are generally sufficient.  

ACCL--is the acceleration parameter. It must be greater than zero and is 
N. generally equal to one. :f a zero is entered, it is changed to one.  

HCLOSE--is the head change criterion for convergence. When the maximum 
absolute value of head change from all nodes during an iteration 
is less than or equal to HCLOSE, iteration stops.  

IPCALC--is a flag indicating where the iteration parameter seed will come from.  

0 - the seed will be entered by the user.  

1 - the seed will be calculated at the start of the simulation from 

problem parameters.  

WSEED--is the seed for calculating iteration parameters. It is only 
specified if IPCALC is equal to zero.  

IPRSIP--is the printout interval for SIP. If IPRSIP is equal to zero, it 
is changed to gg9. The maximum head change (positive or negative) is 
printed for each iteration of a time step whenever the time step is an 
even multiple of IPRSIP. This printout also occurs at the end of each 
stress period regardless of the value of IPRSIP.
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Module Documentation for the Strongly Implicit Procedure Package 

"The Stongly Implicit Procedure Package (SIP1) consists of three primary 

modules and two submodules. They are: 

Primary Modules 

SIPIAL Allocates space for SIP work arrays.  

SIPIRP Reads control Information needed by the SIP 

Package and calculates 'terttion parameters If 

the seed is specified by the user.  

" SIPIAP Performs one iteration of the strongly implicit 

procedure.  

Submodules 

SSIPIP Prints the largest head change for each iteration.  

PSSIHI Calculates iteration parameters when the seed 

is calculated by the program.  
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Narrative for Module SIPIAL

Module SIPIAL allocates space In the X array for SIP arrays. The four 

arrays, EL, FL, GL, and V hold Intermediate results during the solution 

process. Each of these contains one element for each model cell.  

Additionally, three arrays, HOCG, LRCH, and W are required. HOCG holds 

the maximum head change each iteration and LRCH holds the cell location at 

which the maximum occurred. HDCG contains MXITER elements and LRCH contains 

three times MXITER elements, where MXITER--the maximum number of iterations 

allowed in a time step--is specified by the -:ser. Array W holds iteration 

parameters. One element in W is.used for each of the NPARM iteration 

parameters. (NPARM is specified by the user.) 

Module SIPIAL performs its functions in the following order: 

"1. Print a message identifying the SIP Package.  

2. Read and print MXITER and NPARM.  

3. Allocate the required space in the X array. The X-array location 

pointer (ISUM) is saved in variable ISOLD prior to allocation so that the 

space required for SIP can be calculated in step 4.  

4. Calculate and print the space used in the X array. The spdce 

used by SIP is ISUM - ISOLD. The total space allocated by all packages so 

far is !SUM - 1.  

5. RETURN.
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